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ABSRACT 
MIRANDA ELKINS-LIVINGSTON 
THE DEPICTION OF MALE CHARACTERS IN SELECTED SHORT FICTION OF 
KATE CHOPIN 
DECEMBER 2009 
The purpose of this study is to analyze the male characters in certain short stories 
by Kate Chopin in order to broaden the scholarly view of Chopin as a writer of humanity 
and not only a writer of women's issues. This thesis analyzes the husbands in "A Point at 
Issue!" and "Her Letters," the male character lovers in "Ti Demon" and "A Vocation and 
a Voice,'' the sons in "Madame Martel ' s Christmas Eve" and "The Godmother," and the 
independent men in " Dr. Chevalier' s Lie" and "An Idle FeJlow." Each analyses offers 
proof that Chopin ' s male characters, as well as her female characters, are full, rich , and 
truthfuL This study argues that with each character analyzed, Chopin moves beyond 
gender constraints into the realm of universal human experience. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
During her literary career, Kate Chopin met positive reviews and fierce criticism. 
Yet after her death, her works fell into obscurity. Apart from Daniel Rankin 's biography 
in J 932, Chopin remained in the shadows of American literature until the feminist 
movement of the 1960s when Per Seyersted published Kate Chopin: A Critical 
Biography in 1969 and Chopin 's fiction was again met with positive reviews. Scholarship 
rapidly appeared enthusiastically proclaiming Chopin 's female protagonists' sexual 
emancipation and self-awareness. Innumerable texts are available today focusing on the 
works of Chopin due to the efforts of these feminist scholars. Much of the scholarship 
centers on The Awakening, Chopin's second and highly controversial noveL FoiJowing 
in the vein of feminist themes and gender identity, subsequent scholars began researching 
Chopin"s other novel, A t Fault, and many of her short stories in hopes of finding more of 
the female liberation and social reformation for which Chopin's works have become 
known. With most scholarship focusing on The Awakening and other stories with a 
female protagonist, many have obviously classified Chopin as a feminist. Yet, as Elmo 
Howell argues, " (Chopin] was no rebel against society and scorned those authors who 
write about social ills instead of the heart in conflict with itself' (2 15). Chopin was not 
concerned with the hearts of women characters alone, but also with. the hearts of all 
characters. 
Chopin's insight into human passions and behaviors is revealed in the stories and 
novels she wrote. For scholars to accept the premise that Chopin was on a mission to 
liberate womankind from an abusive and oppressive patriarchal society limits her scope 
of inlluence and diminishes her body of work. Chopin created many characters; and her 
gallery is not merely fi lled with shal low, one-dimensional male characters, but with men 
who pulse and breathe with the same desperation and thirst for life as their female 
counterparts. The male characters live, love, and question their existence, thus proving 
that Chopin wrote about the internal "human impulses [which] do not change" (Howell 
2 15). Chopin recognized that the problems of men and women characters cannot be 
"solved by new Jaws or a change in attitudes" (HowelJ 215). Her stories reverberate with 
the message, "If there is a solution, it is to be found within" (Howell 215). And it is 
within the human experience, not just the female experience, that Chopin suggests 
solutions. 
Chopin s gallery of male characters is as worthy of study and consideration as is 
her collection of female characters. Chopin ' s male characters enrich the stories and 
speak across gender, race, and class. The anaLysis of male characters in nine selected 
Chopin short stories is brought into focus in an attempt to broaden the schoLarly view of 
Chopin as a writer. 
Chopin knew well the intricacies of human relationships. She started her writing 
career well into adulthood; she spent many years observing the peopLe of her community. 
From New Orleans to the bayou, to St Louis, Chopin was a keen observer of culture and 
human interaction. Chopin did not limit herself to writing only about women's 
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experiences; she dealt with issues of humanity through the fictional experiences of aJ) 
types of men. Chopin portrays characters of different ethnicities, different social classes, 
and different regions, yet binds them together when revealing how each deals with the 
complexities of life. Pearl L. Brown supports this idea: 
... [Regardless] of differences in circumstances, lifestyle or ideology, 
certain men in these stories are presented with epiphanic moments that are 
potentially as liberating and thus life altering as the moments women 
experience. Chopin 's narrative strategy .. .is to introduce ... men who 
represent contrasting or opposing male types to suggest alternative 
lifestyles and the possibility of different life choices. (71) 
By presenting differing views of manhood, Chopin offers her readers the opportunity to 
examine for themselves the choices the male characters make. 
The Awakening deserves the attention it has received, and feminists should be 
allowed to rejoice in fmding a nineteenth-century female protagonist who forsakes 
societal and cultural restrictions in order to discover herself. It is true that Chopin's short 
stories are also as exceptional even if the protagonist happens to be male or if the story 
features a strong male character. There exist a few voices in the academic world that 
maintain "Chopin was concerned far more with the identity problems of all human beings 
than with the peculiar djfficulties society foists upon women" and that this "becomes 
apparent upon exarrunation of other interesting characters she created, many of whom are 
male" (Skaggs 271). 
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This study determines to bring forth and analyze the role of the husband in "A 
Point at Issue!" and "Her Letters;" the lover in "Ti Demon" and "A Vocation and a 
Voice;" and the son in "Madame Martel ' s Christmas Eve" and "The Godmother;" as well 
as the other specific depictions of men in the stories "Doctor Chevalier's Lie" and " An 
Id le Fellow." These male characters have gone unrecognized for far too long, thus the 
genius and scope of Chopin has not been fully recognized. Peggy Skaggs argues that 
"Chopin views the question of human identity for everyone as a quest growing out of 
three often contradictory human drives- the drives for a sense of belonging, for love 
relationships with others, and for se]fhood" (271 ). Chopin's male characters deserve 
study and analysis so that their questions of human identity are considered. The 
questions and experiences of these male characters serve to heighten readers' awareness 
of Chopin 's brilliance as an artist and to add to the knowledge of human experience 
presented through exceptional fiction. 
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Eleanor desires to learn French so she moves to Paris for an indefinite stay. Charles 
returns to Plymdale to teach at the university. He is accepted into the traditional 
household of the Beatons and attracts the attention of the youngest daughter, Kitty. 
Charles writes to his wife of his attraction for the young Miss Beaton, but dismisses his 
feelings as nothjng. When he rejoins his wife in Paris a year later, Charles is disturbed by 
the presence of a gentleman in Eleanor's life. Charles sees Eleanor and the gentleman 
riding together one day and, overcome by jealousy, assumes the worst of Eleanor. The 
episode is settled when the gentleman turns out to be an artist who has painted Eleanor's 
portrait. At the close of the story, Eleanor suggests returning to Plymdale with Charles 
and ending their separation. 
In "A Point at rssue!" Eleanor is termed a "modern woman" by scholars, but little 
analysis has been conducted with regard to Charles Faraday. He is a fascinating 
character and a credit to Chopin's ski]) as a writer. Through Faraday, Chopin reveals the 
conflict occurring between the heart and the head. Charles is a divided man; his two 
opposing sides of reason/idealism and emotion/realism are at odds. As a learned man, he 
values reason and intellect, idealism and unconfonnity above emotion and passion, and 
has reasoned himself away from his emotional and primal human self. His view of 
himself is dependent upon his ability to apply reason to every area in his life. The 
resulting reason is then elevated to the idealism that shapes the way he lives. Charles 
Faraday "[has] found in Eleanor Gail his ideal woman" (Chopin 671). He had fabricated 
s uch a woman in rus mind by taking what he already knew of womankind and "[mjJdJy] 
emphasizing her merits, [while] torung down ... her defects ... " (Chopin 671 ). Faraday 
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thinks this woman too good to be true and holds no hope that he wiJl ever meet her in the 
flesh. He reasons that a woman fitting his ideal does not exist and therefore does not 
hope for her. 
Eleanor, like Charles, is an admirable character. She is inte]Jjgent, independent, 
and eager to learn. Faraday, when "talking with [Eleanor], ... [catches] a look from her 
eyes into his that he recognize(s] at once as a free masonry of intellect" (Chopin 671). 
Charles is worthy of esteem: his reasoning skills and resulting idealism lead him to 
appreciate the mind of a woman; he is not intimidated or threatened by her intellect. As 
the relationship between Eleanor and Charles grows, "greater [grows] his wonder at the 
beautiful revelations of her mind" (Chopin 671). Charles admires Eleanor's "clear 
intellect: sharp in its reasorung," setting her apart from all the other women he has 
known; and be enjoys the time they spend together in discussion and study (Chopin 671). 
Through Faraday's admiration of Eleanor and by outlining the traits in her character that 
Charles deems most valuable, Chopin establishes Faraday's idealized views of life. 
Faraday's idealism is further ascertained when he and Eleanor decide to wed: 
Marriage (is] to be a fonn, that while fixing legally their relation to each 
other, (is] in no wise to touch the individuality of either; that [is] to be 
preserved intact. Each [is] to remain a free integral of humanity, 
responsible to no dominating exactions of so-caJJed marriage Jaws. And 
the element that [is] to make possible such a union [is] trust in each other's 
love, honor, courtesy, tempered by the reserving clause of readiness to 
meet the consequences of reciprocal liberty. (Chopin 672) 
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The paragraph reads like a contract: it is business-like in tone, devoid of the traditional 
endeannents that accompany a marital union. Every aspect of Faraday and Eleanor's 
relationship is reasonable, including her stay in Paris to learn French, which seems to the 
couple "the only practical and reliable means of accomplishing such an end" (Chopin 
672). 
Although C harles has learned to subdue his emotions and thus the passionate side 
of his humanity, there are glimpses of his fervor after he begins his relationship with 
Eleanor. The idea to marry Eleanor " broke upon Faraday like a revelation from the 
unknown" (Chopin 672). Then, after they are separated by her study in Paris, Charles 
" [feels] more keenJy the discomfit of giving up a companionship that in its brief duration 
had been replete with the duality of accomplished delight and growing promise" (Chopin 
673). Chopin hints at irony before describing Faraday's loneliness for Eleanor when she 
writes of Charles's "stronger man-nature" (Chopin 673). 
To try to curb his loneliness, Faraday frequents the home of the Beatons. The 
members of the fami ly are traditional in their appointed roles: Mr. Beaton is a fellow 
professor, his wife's " aspirations [go no] further than the desire for her family ' s good" 
(Chopin 675), and the youngest daughter, Kitty, is beautiful and shallow, with a 
propensity for vanity. The only member of the family who is not neatly assuming a 
traditional role is Margaret, the eldest daughter. She is "slightly erratic" because of her 
half-hearted, "timid leaning in the direction of Woman's Suffrage" (Chopin 675). 
Faraday's attachment to the Beatons and ''the comfort he finds in their company suggests 
that his nature is more conventional than he realizes" (Perkins 264). However, instead of 
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acknowledging the possibility that his ideals of family do not necessarily align with the 
pleasure he finds in reality, Faraday merely accepts that his visits to the Beaton home are 
"an acceptable relaxation from work and enforced solitude" (Chopin 675). Throughout 
the story, every time Faraday's human emotions rise to the surface, he immediately 
dismisses them or reasons his way away from them. 
Chopin illustrates Faraday's reluctance to permit his emotions to rise to the 
surface in a variety of circumstances, and when his passion does appear he consistently 
denies it. Charles does not allow himself to miss Eleanor beyond an acceptable degree, 
and when noting his loneliness he immediately reverts to his idealism that the "situation 
[is] made acceptable by its involving a principle which he [feels] it incumbent upon him 
to uphold" (Chopin 673). That is, he would rather uphold his principles regarding 
innovations in marriage than give in to his emotions. When he decides to marry Eleanor, 
he is "eager with the new awakened impulse," yet right away their union takes on a stoic, 
business-like tone (Chopin 672). After he writes to Eleanor of Kitty Beaton's affect over 
him, he is "dealt a pain" when her response is tardy and cold; however, in true Faraday 
fashion, his pain " (does] not long survive" after "a little judicious reflection" (Chopin 
677). 
Only when Charles rejoins Eleanor in Paris does he begin to lose a bit of the 
control over his emotions that be diligently displays prior. Faraday forces himself to 
" [assume] indifference" after walking in on Eleanor's entertaining a gentleman in the 
salon. Later, when Eleanor quits his company for an entire afternoon, Charles "[begins] 
to wonder if there might not be modifications to this marital liberty of which he [is] so 
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staunch an advocate" (Chopin 679). It is left to conjecture on his change of mind. He 
has become accustomed to the traditionalism of the Beaton household as welJ as the 
devotion and attentions ofJ(jtty Beaton. Now it appears that the dynamics of his 
relationship with Eleanor leave Charles restless and "[drive] him to ugly thoughts" 
(Chopin 679). One side-effect from the jealousy's taking root in rus heart is pettiness, 
revealing itself when he is tempted to visit the art galleries alone, knowing that Eleanor 
wishes to go with him. The apex of Charles' s emotional and human revelation occurs 
when he sees Eleanor and the gentleman from the salon riding together, looking happy 
and engaged in conversation. The resulting effects after viewing such a scene upon 
Faraday reveal the true, honest depiction of his character. His reason and idealism are 
forgotten as he surrenders to the raging emotions boiling to the surface. 
He [remains] for a moment enervated, then the blood [comes] tingling 
back into his veins like fire, making his fmger ends twitch with a desire . .. 
to tear the scoundrel from his seat and paint the boulevard red with his 
villainous blood. A rush of wild intentions [crowd] into his brain .... and 
more not worthy of the man. (Chopin 679-80) 
When Faraday fmally allows the passionate part of himself, along with intense emotion, 
to surface he is finally a man of heart and not just of mind. In this story, as in many of 
Chopin's works, "moments of self-awareness do not necessarily mark the beginning of 
permanent change, but they are nonetheless deeply felt and thus life altering" (Brown 
75). In Faraday's case, he represses his passion, forcing "his better self and better 
senses,'' or his reason and idealism, "back to him" (Chopin 680). In the midst of reason, 
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Faraday's pride rears its head as he recognizes his situation as "the first test," and chides 
himself for being "the one to cry out, ' I cannot endure it."' (Chopin 680). "The idea of 
man' s superiority is emphasized" because he expects more from himself, and not 
necessarily from Eleanor, and this fact reveals Faraday's arrogance at his own intellect 
and powers of reasoning (Seyersted, Kate Chopin I 08). 
When Charles discovers that the gentleman has been painting Eleanor's portrait 
and that there is no need to be jealous, the on-rush of emotions caused by his early 
jealousy have left their mark, even if he refuses to acknowledge the change. Faraday 
shows "feeble elation at the prospect of returning horne" with the painting, an "exquisite 
piece ofinanimation" instead of the real Eleanor (Chopin 681). Her desire to learn 
French and stay in Paris are now second to his desire to have her with him in Plymdale. 
It is Eleanor who relinquishes her desire and suggests returning home with Charles. 
lronjcal ly, her reasoning is that "there are certain things which a woman can't 
philosophize about" (Chopin 681 ). Perkins, writes in "Critical Essay on 'A Point at 
Issue! " that "by the end of the story, (Eleanor] has moved from freedom to the bondage 
of a tradit1onal marriage;" however, it should be noted that Eleanor chooses for herself, 
signifying that perhaps her marriage is not so trarutional (263). The fundamental truth is 
that through Eleanor and Charles, Chopin suggests "that the requirements of the human 
heart complicate the best of intentions" (Perkins 265). 
The ending of the story comes as a shock considering the idealistic views of 
marriage Eleanor and Faraday agreed to put into practice, yet Chopin presents the heart 
of the couple's dilemma early in the tale and reiterates the point over and again. While 
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Faraday and Eleanor are embarking on their quest for knowledge "(Charles] [finds] 
Eleanor ready to take broad views of life and humanity; able to grasp a question and 
anticipate conclusions by a quick intuition which he himself [reaches] by the slower, 
consecutive steps of reason" (Chopin 671 ). Eleanor, although possessing a sharp intellect 
and clear reasoning, is not devoid of recognizing the emotional component of a situation 
and relying on intuition, or her heart, to solve human problems. Her intuition, a trait 
often attributed to women, serves as the defming difference between her and Faraday. 
Although she may be his intellectual equal, he is not her emotional or spiritual equal; 
therefore, matters of the heart are left to Eleanor to sift through alone. The significance 
of the above quotation shows that the rest of the story unfolds with the awareness that it 
must be left to Eleanor, with her "quick intuition," to reconcile the marriage and the 
human heart; Faraday is simply not capable (Chopin 671 ). 
Reason, acting as a restraint, is clearly evident when analyzing the interaction of 
Charles and the Beatons, particularly Kitty Beaton. The young, beautiful, uncomplicated 
Kitty "touch[ es] (Charles] with her girlish charms," and although it " [ means J so little" to 
him he does "not take the time to resent it," Kitty' s charms work upon him (Chopin 676). 
Charles is drawn to ' 'the soft shining light in her eyes" and ''the velvet smoothness of her 
pink cheeks [stir] him with a feeling that [will find] satisfying expression in a kiss" 
(Chopin 676). Dismissing the attraction as he does, Charles's inability to understand 
human nature leaves him susceptible to the charms of Kitty Beaton and underscores his 
ignorance about himself. Faraday's lack of self-awareness is further illustrated in the 
letter he writes to Eleanor "with cold-blooded impartiality" explaining "the interesting 
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emotions which Miss IGtty's pretty femininity arouse[s] in him" (Chopin 676). And 
Charles is clueless as to why Eleanor's response is tardy and " inexplicably" cold (Chopin 
677). Finally asking Eleanor about the tardy letter, Charles is astonished that his wife 
would think anything of his feelings toward Kitty Beaton. Eleanor, on the other hand, 
agonizes over the letter detailing Kitty Beaton, highlighting that "among the inherited 
factors imposing themselves upon even a modem woman ... are fundamental impulses 
such as jealousy" (Seyersted, Kate Chopin 1 08). Her heart and her reason fight within 
her for hours until she realizes that "there are certain things which a woman can't 
philosophize about" (Chopin 681). 
Charles's failure to understand human nature, and his own nature, results in his 
dismissal of Eleanor' s insightful judgment to return home with him, stating "I love her 
none the less for it, but my Nellie is onJy a woman, after all," and his "final response to 
her suggests that their union will deteriorate into a conventional relationship'' - not 
because he desires it, but because he does rely on the honesty of his own emotions and 
therefore, leaves the task to Eleanor (Chopin 682; Perkins 265). He naively believes that 
"she [isJ himselP' (Chopin 674); his powers of reason over human reaction are hers, and 
his dismissal of emotion for principle is practiced by her as welL It is she who will make 
the sacrifices while Charles lives in the delusion of his idealism. The irony is that 
Eleanor surpasses Charles in every way; yet he speaks condescendingly of her because 
she chooses to follow her heart, an ability that be wilJ never comprehend. Further, after 
see ing Eleanor and the gentleman riding together, Charles believes his denial of emotion 
and return to reason are a return to "his better self and better senses," thus, Charles 
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believes that by den ying the heart for the mind, a person becomes a better version of 
himself (Chopin 680). His patronizing attitude toward Eleanor's jealousy is merely a 
reflection of hjs beliefs of superiori ty. 
In adrution, the destructive combination of Charles's arrogance and idealism does 
not allow him to admit that he does not want to leave Eleanor in Paris. To do so w ould 
mean admitting he "cannot endure it," so Eleanor's admission to emotions and the human 
heart leave Charles's view of himself in-tact (Chopin 680). Her admission allows hjm, 
''with man's usual inconsistency,' to "[forget] the episode o f the portrait" (Chopin 682). 
Per eyersted conc ludes that "it is a little s urprising to find inconsistency attributed to 
him, a quali ty whic h traditionally typified the so-called changeable woman: however, it 
serves to stress his male over evaluation o f himself," as well as to confirm his ignorance 
when it comes to E leanor and the human heart (Kate Chopin 1 08). 
The Unnamed Husband in "Her Letters: " 
Chopin agajn deals with the relationship between a hus band and wife in 'Her 
Letters," a marriage story that remains unconventional like its a uthor, who ''was never 
untl1inking and never totally conventional" (Toth, Kate Chopin 's New Orleans Years 57). 
Overall, the evidence from biographies and Kate Chopin 's pe rsonal papers suggests that 
the author was happy in her marriage, but after Oscar's death "she more than hinted in 
her diary that Oscar 's presence had inhibited her 'real growth'-and her sharp insights 
into marriage and its discontents," present in "A Point at Issue !" and "Her Letters," "did 
not suddenly arise in the 1890s ' when she began ber writing career (Toth, Kate Chopin 's 
New Orleans Years 57). The framework for the husband and w ife in "Her Letters" is that 
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of a traditional marriage with set social roles and stereotypical behavior for each partner. 
Yet, anaJysis of the story reveaJs the traditionalism is a fayade and that the inner workings 
of the relationship are anything but traditional. 
"Her Letters" begins with a dying woman's clinging desperately to letters from an 
affair in her past. Here, «the reader discovers a passionate, emotionaJ woman who bas 
been unfaithfuJ to a husband whom she respects and cares for, but for whom she does not 
feel love" (Weinstock 47). She cannot bring herself to destroy the letters so she leaves 
them in the care of her husband with an attached note requesting that he destroy them 
unopened. The husband discovers the letters after his wife's passing and is conflicted by 
her request. Ultimately, he drops the unopened bundle of letters into the river and 
attempts to return to his life. The reason that his wife would have him destroy the letters 
and not read them haunts him, drives him mad. Unable to accept the possibility of 
unfaithfulness by his wife, the husband drowns as a suicide in the same river containing 
the letters. 
The wife is only featured in the fust, short section of the story; but her character 
remains present as an influence throughout the tale. It is quickly established in the story 
that her room is her sanctuary: "she . . . [gives) orders that she wishe[s] to remain 
undisturbed and moreover. .. [locks] the doors" (Chopin 778). She seeks solitude so that 
she can read the letters once again, and she considers the destruction of them. Unable to 
bum them, she then eats a comer of one. By eating the letters, it is clear that she " is 
being eaten by them ... This reversal leads to the conclusion that what the woman is 
suffering from, figurative ly if not literally, is consumption ... She is consumed by the 
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letters- letters which are more active and alive than she is" (Weinstock 48). The theme 
of consumption is dominant and is repeated as the story unfolds. Her room is filled with 
books, letters, and a feature often mentioned- her writing desk-{)bjects which serve to 
consume her thoughts and her time. AJthough set within the framework of a traditional 
marriage, it is not the institution or her husband that defines the wife; it is her 
consumption. 
After the wife's brief appearance, the rest of the tale follows the actions of the 
husband. The wife's assessment of him reveals that she cares for him and fully believes 
in his faithfulness as evidenced by the note she writes and attaches to the letters: "'I leave 
this package to the care of my husband. With perfect faith in his loyalty and his love, 1 
ask him to destroy it unopened'" (Chopin 780). Her belief in his devotion is fulfilled 
when he destroys the letters unopened and "in so doing, he is figured as a sort of reverse 
Pandora; although he is consumed by curiosity, he aJso subordinates his own initiatives" 
(Weinstock 55). The dynamics of the relationship between the husband and wife are 
reflected in her vaJ ue of him. He is not a necessity to her, but rather a faithful 
companion, a fact proven with "every line of his face-no longer young-[ speaking] 
loyalty and honesty, and his eyes [being] as faithful as a dogs' and as loving" (Chopin 
780-81). The husband too looks upon his wife as "cold and passionless, but true," like a 
dog, "and watchful of his comfort and happiness" (Chopin 781 ). Both the husband and 
the wife view the other as a ''faithful servant and a loving pet," but neither really requires 
the other (Weinstock 51). The husband has been good to his wife; he has provided her 
with material comfort and allowed her a certain degree of freedom to keep to her room 
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and indulge in books and writing, but his provision is inadequate for her. She once found 
passion and true Jove with another, but now lives as a shadow ofherselfas her health 
fades and the letters consume her. Her true feelings and adulterous past remain unknown 
to the husband who, after finding the letters, recalls, "she had never seemed in her 
lifetime to have a secret from him" (Chopin 781 ). More of the wife's character is 
divulged by acquaintances who are questioned by the husband, "but in none [does] he 
find a faintest evidence that his wife had not been the true and loyal woman he had 
always believed her to be" (Chopin 784). He has difficulty with simply accepting that his 
wife might not have told him every detai l of her existence, and perhaps it is a shock to 
him to think of her having an existence outside of making him comfortable and happy. 
The outer appearance of the husband is of a "a tall, powerful man .. . with 
shoulders that [stoop] a littl.e, and hair. .. growing somewhat thin and gray, and a face that 
[is] distinguished, and must... [be] handsome when he smile[s]" (Chopin 781). By all 
outward appearances, he seems the perfect man and the perfect husband to lead a 
trad itional marriage. However, a deeper look into the relationship and personalities of 
the husband and wife show that she is the dominant of the two and her actions and 
attitudes dictate the behavior of the husband: 
... his wife's dominance of him persists even beyond her death. In 
acquiescing to her demand, the husband continues in his 'feminized ' 
position within the power dynamic of their relationship. But bad he 
opened the letter, not only would his suspicions of his wife's infidelity and 
his ' dishonored ' position- his status as cuckold-have been confirmed, 
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but in letting curiosity and emotion override 'duty,' he would have been 
cast in the role of Pandora and again been ' feminized,' this time by letting 
curiosity win out over respect and duty. (Weinstock 55) 
Just as their traditional marriage is a fa~ade, so too is the husband's outer appearance as a 
powerful man, tall and handsome, a fa~ade of who he really is: a man dominated by his 
wife in her Life and in her death. 
The husband and wife have reversed roles in their '"traditional" marriage, and it is 
not until he discovers the letters that he realizes this point. Before he finds the letters and 
the possibility of his wife's affair, the husband lives his life in unawareness; but when 
' the suggestion [comes] to his mind" of his wife's unfaithfulness, "so swiftly (does] the 
man-instinct of possession stir in his blood" (Chopin 781 ). He is not possessive of his 
wife while she is alive. He thinks nothing of her keeping to her room, reading her books, 
and writing at her desk. His cliscovery of the letters is purely accidental: he is looking in 
her desk almost a year after her death, indicating that he respects her privacy even after 
she is dead. But, possessiveness is the product of tbe jealousy be feels when confronted 
with the letters, and ironicaJiy, it is only after her death that the husband possesses his 
wife: he inquires after her of acquaintances and searches her belongings for any 
indication of guilt. The effect ofthe letters, almost personified themselves, upon the 
husband and wife concludes "that the letters themselves are the true center of agency 
within the story, as well as its center of both life and death" (Weinstock 48). The letters 
act as the catalyst to "awaken" the husband from a life of unawareness and false security 
and perceptions, and then consume him, driving rum to end his own life. The full force 
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of possession is not in effect when he drops the letters into the river, an act occurring 
after "an unspeakable conflict bad raged withjn him, but his loyalty and his love had 
conquered;"' explaining why he does not rip them open and a bsorb every awful word 
(Chopin 782). Possession takes root at the moment he asks the terrible question, "What 
secret save one could a woman choose to have die with ber?'' and flourishes from that 
point forward (Chopin 781 ). Just as the letters consume the wife, they consume the 
husband as well. 
The theme of consumption occurs with both the husband and the wife; however, 
Chopin chooses to illustrate their consumption by using two very different symbols. The 
symbol surrounding the wife's actions is fire, representing the passion she expresses in 
the leners and for the letters. Water symbolism, or liquid, is used to describe the action 
centering on the husband. A few of the phrases in the story, such as "rain pouring 
steadily from a leaden sky which held no gleam no promise," allude to water; and the 
letters themselves, by using the word 'leaden," refer to the written words (Chopin 780). 
The same aJJusion to the letters is found in " it vanished silently; seemingly into some 
inky unfathomable space" (Chopin 783). Chopin writes of "darkness"-a direct 
correlation to the black ink pennanently staining the letters- with the dual purpose of 
signifying the hopelessness of the husband. For the husband "darkness (has] come, and it 
[is] still raining;" "the darkness where he [stands] [is] impenetrable;" "he [can] hear and 
[can] see dimly the dark river rushing by, carrying away his heart, his ambitions, his life;" 
" the darkness [has] closed around him and engulfed his manhood" (Chopin 782, 784, 
785). All of these references to water, or the ink in the letters, have subtextual 
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significance. Before finding the tetters on that rainy day, the husband has no idea who 
his wife reaJ ly is and by extension, who be is. "Water is the primordial fluid from which 
all life comes;" and it is on this day, with rain pouring down, that the husband realizes his 
wife's other life (Biedermann 372). However, aJthough the husband awakens to his 
wife' s other life, he does not come to life himself. By dropping the letters into the water, 
" the element in which creatures drown and matter dissolves," and later drowning himself, 
the husband aJlows water to act as the instrument of his destruction (Biedermann 3 73). 
Chopin masterfully illustrates the ambivaJence of water in this story as an element of life 
and destruction. The husband 's choice to submerge the letters in water instead of throw 
them into the fire reflects the Christian notion of Heaven and Hell . In Christian teaching 
"water is generally the cleansing element that washes away sin in the sacrament of 
baptism" (Biedermann 373). Suspecting his wife 's infidelity-her sin-the husband's 
last act of devotion is to try and cleanse her of sin. 
With the ]etters gone and no hope of ever knowing the truth contained in them, 
the husband is left to try and piece the truth together himself. The uncertainty of his 
wife s other life and the possessiveness growing within him haunt the husband and drive 
him to act out of his usual pattern of behavior. As he possesses his wife, the husband is 
also possessed by that "one thought. . .. It [occupies] his brain, keeping it nimble and alert 
with suspicion.... It [clutches] his heart~ making every breath of existence a fresh 
moment of pain" (Chopin 783). He searches through her room, a place he bad 
respectfully avoided previously in search of anything that would hint at the contents of 
the letters. He molested her books for a scribble indicating guilt and violated her writing 
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desk emptying it of its contents. But after his futile search and sly questioning of 
acquaintances, the husband realizes that all he wants to know is written in the letters lying 
in the ri ver. Referring again to the mythological tale ofPandora, '"thus did the 
pernicious female sex come to be, a great misfortune for the male ... She is the mother of 
the hordes of women who have become the ruin of mortal man" ' (Biedermann 253). The 
uncertainty of the letters ' contents drives the husband to commit suicide. If he had 
opened them and read every word, he would have at least known the truth and might not 
have ended his life; however, the letters, just as the box in the myth of Pandora, contain 
hope, which is the only thing to ' ·keep mortals from immediately ending their lives .. 
(Biedermann 253). The husband is not the villain in this story; he is the victim of a cold, 
detached woman. 
As previously stated, the roles of the husband and the wife in "Her Letters" are 
reversed; and with this reversal is the idea of interchangeable roles. Chopin's ambiguity 
in dealing with gender throughout the story is seen in the phrase " the man-instinct of 
possession•· (Chopin 781 ). The "man" cited here does not necessarily refer to the male 
sex, rather to mankind. As witnessed in "A Point at Issue! '' women characters are as 
capable of intense jealousy and possessiveness as male characters. In "Her Letters" 
Chopin toys with the notion of gender identity by writing a female character that 
dominates her weaker husband within the framework of a traditional marriage. The 
husband feels that the "darkness"-<>r hopelessness- "[has] closed around him and 
engulfed his manhood" (Chopin 785). The absence of names for the husband and wife 
also indicates the interchangeable perspectives of men and woman. The husband' s 
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feelings of possessiveness, awakened only after he suspects his wife's unfaithfulness, are 
tmiversal and have no gender restriction . It is not a far stretch of the imagination to 
suppose that a wife, after discovering her husband's infidelity, would exhibit the same 
hopelessness, loss of identity, jealousy, and possessiveness as the husband experiences in 
"Her Letters." 
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Ti Demon in "Ti Demon: " 
CHAPTER IlJ 
LOVERS 
The theme of romantic love appears in innumerable works of literature from every 
culture. Love relationships between men and women are universal; therefore many of the 
works in which romantic love is featured endure. In Chopin's body of work, the theme of 
romantic love is dominant. However, her treatment of romantic love differs from one 
s tory to the next as her characters differ, highlighting her purpose as a writer of 
"character rather than situation or incident ... most often concerned with the response of 
the characters ... to the passion of love" (Fletcher 30). Although her stories deal with 
romantic love, Chopin often veers from the formulaic romance that became popular in the 
novels of the mid-nineteenth century and instead writes of the realistic turmoil, 
heartbreak, and life-altering choices that occur inside the characters when they are faced 
with the possibility of romantic love. 
Through Chopin's depiction of characters from different ethnic groups, regions, 
and ages, she is able to show masterfully that those factors do not matter when it comes 
to the heart of a person. The story "Ti Demon" features definitive Acadian culture; yet 
the main character and lover, Ti Demon, surpasses the confines of local color characters 
as a male character struggling with ills buried life and dual natures. With Ti Demon, 
C hopin offers a male character to whom readers of any generation might relate. Written 
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in 1899 but repeatedly rejected by publishers, "Ti Demon" was never published in 
Chopin's lifetime. Although The Atlantic admired the story's "exceiJent craftsmanshjp," 
they regretted that its "sad note seems ... too much accented to ... keep the story for the 
Atlantic" (Toth, Kate Chopin 362). The story was added to the collection A Vocation 
and a Voice and would not be published until almost 1 00 years after Chopin wrote it. ln 
every one of her characters there is a moment of awakening or realization, and with the 
realization comes a choice followed by the consequences ofthat choice. The story "Ti 
Demon" shows an example of a character foiJowing the pattern of realization, choice, and 
consequence. 
The story begins on a Saturday afternoon after aJJ the farm work is finjshed for 
the day. Ti Demon is preparing to go into town, buy a treat for rus love, Marianne, and 
then proceed to her house for a visit. His plan is interrupted by Aristides Bonneau who 
suggests they first go to Symond's store, a place to drink and play cards before Ti Demon 
visits Marianne. Ti Demon goes to Symond's and is so engulfed in the card game and 
alcohol that he forgets the time and is late in arriving at Marianne 's. When he is 
approaching her house, Ti Demon sees Marianne walking with Aristides Bonneau and 
flies into a murderous, jealous rage. After beating Artistides, Ti Demon retreats to his 
home. His outburst causes Marianne to sever all communication with him and marks him 
forever as a villain in the community. 
Ti Demon's reaJ name is Plaisance, but his fits at night as a baby caused his 
mother to give him the nickname. Although termed a demon, "his growing goodness, 
and ... the bovine mjJdness that characterized his youth years the name identified itself 
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with his personality and became almost a synonym for gentleness" (Chopin 960). 
Regardless of his goodness of character and his gentleness, the name Ti Demon is 
permanently affixed to him. With Ti Demon Chopin probes the notion of names and 
their influence over those to whom they are bestowed. The name Plaisance is the 
antithesis of the name Ti Demon, a name wruch literally means "demon." By possessing 
these two names, Ti Demon is a man with equally opposing sides of good and evil, and 
the story revolves around the theme of duality. 
Until he sees Aristides with Marianne, he is Plaisance; but after he awakens to 
jealousy, he becomes Ti Demon. Chopin hints at this fact early in the story when she 
explains his names and the docility of his nature, clearly indicating that he is behaving as 
Plaisance. The conflict within him between his good and evil natures is illustrated when 
he is said to be " invariably" at Marianne's at half-past six, yet when it is "half-past six, 
instead of being out at Marianne' s, he [is] lounging in the drug store" (Chopin 960). 
Aristides is blamed forTi Demon's tardiness, but it is really Ti Demon who has "allowed 
himself to be persuaded into a rendez-vouz with Aristides" (Chopin 960 emphasis 
added). Although he is already tardy at Marianne's, Ti Demon determines to leave 
Symond's store at 8 o'clock, yet "at 8 o'clock Ti Demon [is] more excited than he [has] 
ever been in his life ' and has no intention of leaving the card game in which he is 
involved (Chopin 961). It is unclear whether Ti Demon frequents Symond's, and Chopin 
addresses this point with vagueness. ' 'No other man" besides Aristides "could so have 
tempted and prevailed with Ti Demon" to forego his plans and attend Symond's store 
instead (Chopin 961 ). Further, when the game is changed to poker, Ti Demon is 
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described as being "acquainted with the game" but has only played on "rare occasions" 
(Chopin 961 ). That Ti Demon allows himself to depart from his usual pattern of behavior 
is an indication of the duality of his nature. 
An example of duality occurs again when Aristides and Ti Demon are walking 
through town together. The two men are complete opposites: Aristides's "distinction of 
manner [i s] unquestionable, (his] grace and amiability [make] him an object of envy" 
(Chopin 961). Ti Demon, conversely, possesses a "lurching plowman's waJk, ... [an] 
awkward stoop and broad heavy bands" and is "a square, clumsy fellow'' (Chopin 961, 
960). Ti Demon is flattered to be seen walking through town in the company of 
Aristides, but in the rrudst of the card game Ti Demon realizes Aristides is gone. 
Someone replies, "-he tole you be was goin ' and you didn ' pay any attention" (Chopin 
962). Ti Demon ' s duality is exemplified by his flattery of being noticed by Aristides and 
then later by ignoring the man entirely. 
A well-structured example ofTi Demon's dual nature is his treatment of 
Marianne. The beginning of the story reveals bjs desire to buy her something and hasten 
to her home. At the drug store he " long[s] to be rich, more on Marianne's account than 
his own' (Chopin 961 ). As much as be clearly cares for Marianne, Ti Demon selfishly 
goes to Symond' s with Aristides and while there, forgets about the girl completely. The 
clock "striking IO ... [brings] him partially to his senses and [reminds] him of his 
disregarded intentions" (Chopin 962). It is not his feelings or longings for Marianne, 
ardent I y displayed prior, that bring him to his senses, but the chime of a clock. Ti 
Demon's goodness resurfaces during his delayed journey to Marianne's home: 
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He [is] seized as he [has] never been in his life before, by a flood of 
tenderness, a conscious longing for the girl that be [bas] been brought to 
fully realize perhaps by his moment of weakness and disloyalty, perhaps 
as much by the subtle spirit of the caressing night, the soft effulgence the 
moon [is] shedding over the country, the poignant odors of the spring. 
(Chopin 962) 
When Ti Demon sees Aristides walking with Marianne, the duality of Jove and hate are 
exemplified. Ti Demon's evil side suddenly arises and is fixed on Aristides and 
Marianne. After dispensing a beating to Aristides, Ti Demon simply walks away, leaving 
Marianne 'bruised and weeping" (Chopin 963). As passionately as he felt love for 
Marianne before does he stoically dismiss her now. 
Chopin"s use of symbols in the story serves to add depth and substance to the 
characters, particul.arly to Ti Demon. Ti Demon becomes aware of his passion for 
Marianne by "the soft effulgence of the moon," in the "subtle spirit of the caressing 
nighC (Chopin 962). The moon, "the most important heavenly body next to the sun," 
again represents duality (Beidermann 224). In the story, Ti Demon has associations with 
both the sun and the moon. He is described as a "fellow with sunburnt hair and skin" 
(Chopin 960). In Classical mythology, in which Chopin was proficient, the sun is 
associated with the sun-god ApoJlo, and the moon is associated with his twin sister, 
Artemis. The allusion to twins is a classic symbol of duality as welJ and serves to 
underscore the duality occurring within Ti Demon. Artemis is the "'mistress of the 
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animals ... usuaJiy lions," and the sun also correlates to the Jio n (Powell204; Beidennann 
330). 
The relationships among the moon, sun, and the lion further the readers' 
understanding of Ti Demon. Referring again to the importance of names, Ti Demon, 
literaJiy translated 'demon," denotes evil and the devil. Interestingly, in the Holy Bible 
the devil is represented as a lion: "The devi l, as a roaring lion, walketh about, seeking 
whom he may devour" (I Pet. 5:8). In a beautifully synthesized succession, Chopin 
portrays Ti Demon as a man with duaJ natures experiencing life in the duaJity of both the 
sun and moon, symbols of the classic twin deities, Apollo and Artemis, which perpetuates 
the theme of duaJity, with both the sun/Apollo and the moon/Artemis being related to the 
lion, a symbol for the devil from which Ti Demon's name derives. 
The story contains multiple references to Ti Demon' s hands, powerful symbols in 
thei r own right; but Chopin likens Ti Demon 's hands to hammers. Early in the story, 
they are described as "broad heavy hands that [look] as if they might do the office of 
s ledge hammers if occasion required (Chopin 96 1 ). At this point, Ti Demon's evil nature 
is somewhat dormant, but by relating his hands to sledge hammers, Chopin warns of the 
danger of hi s evil nature lurking just below the surface ofTi Demon 's "bovine mildness" 
(Chopin 960). The hammer is "a symbol of [the devil 's] function," and the devil carries a 
"hammer as a symbol of death;" therefore, it is fitting that Chopin chooses Ti Demon's 
weapons, his hammer-like hands, to match the devil (Beidermann 162, 94). Ti Demon's 
hands are not used as weapons until his meeting with Aristides at the end of the story, yet 
readers are reminded of the power of his hands during the card game when his "big fist 
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[comes] down on the table with a reckless disregard for the fate of the jingling 
glasses"( Chopin 961 ). His hands reach their deadly potential when "in his speechless 
wrath he ftears] [Ari stides] from [Marianne's] side and [falls] upon him with those big 
broad fists that [can] do the service of sledge hammers when occasion [requires]" 
(Chopin 963). The repeated phrase, "when occasion required," provides appropriate 
foreboding, for there is no occasion in which deadly sledge-hammer fists are required-
except by a man with dual natures, like Ti Demon, who allows his evil nature to dominate 
his senses. 
Finally, Ti Demon 's evil nature subsides aJmost immediately following 
Aristides's beating, highlighting once again the duality of his nature. Beating Aristides is 
"Ti Demon's one and only demonical outburst during his life, but it [affects] the 
community in an inexplicable way;' because from then on people begin "to believe he 
had been well named after all" (Chopin 964). In addition to the symbols and examples of 
duality is the opposite view Marianne shows towards Ti Demon. Before his tirade, he is 
a mild, calm man, but afterwards, ''Marianne never [views] him .. . - she [wiU] not trust 
her life in the keeping of so murderous a madman" (Chopin 964). Although his evil 
nature never resurfaces, Ti Demon is never again thought of as a man of bovine mildness, 
but rather a man with powerfully opposing sjdes of good and evil whose violent behavior 
might resurface at any moment. 
The Boy in "A Vocation and a Voice:" 
In her youth, Kate Chopin developed an increasing desire to learn the German 
language and study German literature. In the midst of her 1868 coming out season, full 
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of parties, teas, dress fittings, and constant social obligations, the young Kate "attended 
her first meeting of the German Reading Club" (Totb, Kate Chopin 87). Among the 
German authors whose scripts she studied was Goethe, whose Wilhelm Meister elicited 
Kate's admiration. Her diary includes "biographical sketches and extracts from Schiller, 
Ludwig Uhland, and Gottfried August Buger," details that reveal her fascination with 
German literature (Toth, Kate Chopin 87). Kate's overall enthrallment with all things 
German appears in her 1867 diary entry, a response to LongfeHow's "Hyperion:" "I read 
and reread with the keenest enjoyment his exqllisite descriptions of German scenes and 
scenery· for my passion has always been to travel in that land that cradle and repository 
of genius" (Toth and Seyersted, Private Papers 37). During her European honeymoon 
trip with Oscar in 1870, Kate was finally able to visit the land that had captivated her 
since girlhood. 
On her return to St. Louis after Oscar's death in 1882, Kate Chopin rediscovered 
her love of "that land and repository of genius" (Toth and Seyersted, Private Papers 37). 
St. Louis boasted among its French establishment, a thriving German community. Her 
German physician and friend, Dr. Frederick Kohlbenheyer, encouraged Chopin to read 
the works of German authors and philosophers. The appreciation and knowledge she 
gained from German works later in life added to her long-held admiration for Uhland, 
Schiller, and Goethe. The influence of German literature, philosophy, and culture are 
replete throughout her body of work. 
The French Creole and Cajun overtones are obvious in Bayou Folk, Night in 
Acadie, and Kate Chopin's other Louisiana local-color stories. The 1890s in America 
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saw an increased popularity in local color, or regional stories; and Chopin attempted to 
use Missouri local color in her A Vocation and a Voice collection (Toth, Kate Chopin 
200). In the title story, "A Vocation and a Voice," Chopin's choice of setting is 
unmistakably St. Louis and the Missouri country-side. Despite the popularity of regional 
stories, ' Kate found that Missouri local color was not easy to sell" (Toth, Kate Chopin 
200). "A Vocation and a Voice" was written in 1896, but the story was not published 
until 1902 in Billy Reedy 's Reedy 's Mirror (Toth and Seyersted, Private Papers 269). 
The problematic publication of A Vocation and a Voice, by no means, reflects the quality 
of the stories contained. "A Vocation and a Voice" is perhaps one of Chopin 's best 
works, and her longest story, chronkling a boy's journey from innocence to maturation. 
In her stories depicting youth, Chopin refused to adhere to the cultural dictates of the 
1890s that youth stories omit any corruptive qualities, and that, above all, youth stories 
must teach a lesson. In 1896, Chopin wrote an essay for Atlantic Monthly declaring a 
much needed "Eleventh Commandment, 'Thou shalt not preach'" (Toth, Kate Chopin 
276). Chopin believed in the importance of young people reading, but also believed that 
in literature, as in life, "'far too much gratuitous advice [is] bandied about"' (Toth, Kate 
Chopin 277). Chopin is clear in her convictions concerning the development and 
education of young people: '"There are many phases and features of life which cannot, or 
rather should not be expounded, demonstrated, presented to the youthful imagination as 
cold facts, for it is safe to assert they are not going to be accepted as such.' But rather 
than being preached to, youth should have 'its privilege to gather wisdom as the bee 
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gathers honey"' (Toth, Kate Chopin 277). In "A Vocation and a Voice," Chopin portrays 
a boy's gathering the honey of wisdom through Ufe experience. 
The depiction of a youth's maturation i.s the subject matter of many pieces of 
literature. Each author dealing with this issue brings a new element. Chopin 's early 
favorite, Goethe' s late eighteenth-century Wilhelm Meister, is a rich coming-of-age story 
and ushered in a new genre of German literature that inspired authors across the Western 
world, the Bildungsroman. "A Vocation and a Voice" resembles the Bildungsroman, but 
with a unique design. Emily Toth claims that "A Vocation and a Voice" is "evidently 
inspired" by the boyhood of Chopin's rriend, Billy Reedy (Kate Chopin 264). Toth 
offers no concrete evidence of this supposed inspiration, only pointing out a few 
similarities between Chopin 's "boy" and Billy Reedy: both are from St. Louis 's Irish 
neighborhood, "The Patch," and both love "church Latin and serving at mass-but [are] 
tom between flesh and spirit" (Kate Chopin 265). The shared qualities ofBiJly Reedy 
and the boy do not solidify "A Vocation and a Voice" as a biographical sketch, but may 
instead reflect the influence of German philosophy upon Chopin. Thomas Hardy, 
inspired by Goethe's Wilhelm and the Bildungsroman, penned Jude the Obscure. The 
novel proved '"unpardonably dull,. to Chopin, who saw the novel's hero as a flat 
character filled with sawdust (Toth, Kate Chopin 277). To Chopin's mind, any novel 
depicting maturation should be left to ''work out its own damnation," and that the journey 
should contain truth without being overtly preachy (Toth, Kate Chopin 277). These 
beliefs are carried out in "A Vocation and a Voice." 
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To say that Chopin found inspiration from German Literature does not imply that 
she simply adopted the form as an imitation of German. thought Above all, Chopin 
believed that writing should be "original" with an author's "own impressions," which are 
"more valuable than any second-hand material" gathered (Toth, Kate Chopin 285). 
Traditionally from a male perspective, the Bildungsroman, in its truest form, follows a set 
of prescribed elements. The genre "has been defined as the 'novel of all-around 
development or self-culture' with 'a more or less conscious attempt on the part of the 
hero to integrate his powers, to cultivate himself by his experience"' (Bucldey 13). 
Generally, the Bildungsroman hero escapes his place in society an innocent and develops 
his identity through a series of experiences. At the culmination of his maturation, the hero 
accepts his place in the society from which he sought escape, only th.is time he is 
equipped with the wisdom learned from experience. Since Goethe, authors have sought 
to produce their own design of the traditional Bildungsroman in novels and stories that 
emphasize "the interplay of psychologica l and social forces" (Abel et al. 4). From the 
Bildungsroman have emerged several variant genres in order to "accommodate [the] 
other historical and cultural variables' each author brings to the equation (Abel et al. 5). 
Regardless of the specific form individual authors follow, "no major German novel about 
a young man s development has been written without a backward glance toward Goethe" 
whose "influence may be felt in the m<'Yor novels of development in France, England, and 
America as weU" (Mitchell 62). 
"A Vocation and a Voice" begins with a young person, identified only as "the 
boy," who leaves his home in "The Patch" to live in nature, traveling with two gypsies he 
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meets on the road. The boy starts his journey innocent of the forces of society and the 
natural forces within himself. Struggling with the tension between his physical and 
spirituaJ selves, the boy ultimately succwnbs to his passion for the gypsy woman, 
Suzima. Confronted with his passionate nature, which includes violence, the boy retreats 
to a monastery. The next scene introduces the boy grown, now Brother Ludovic, 
pursuing his obsessive occupation of building a wall around the refuge. While 
constructing his fortress, Brother Ludovic hears Suzima's voice carrying across the 
fields. Abandoning hjs new life, Ludovic leaps over the wall in pursuit of the voice. 
The journey from innocence to maturation was of particular interest to Chopin. 
She believed that the illusions that belong to youth are "poetry and philosophy, and 
vagabondage, and everything delightful" which last "till men and the world, life and the 
institutions, come along" (Toth, Kate Chopin 286). Her expressed view seems 
melancholy, yet appears wholly different, even optimistic, through the experiences of the 
boy in "A Vocation and a Voice." In the beginning of the story, the boy's outlook on life 
is overshadowed by illusion. The illusion of youth is then peeled away by experience, 
giving way to the emergence of the boy's true identity: lover. 
The title, "A Vocation and a Voice," is an example of the amphibologic language 
present in much of Chopin 's work and acts as a guide to reveal the boy's development to 
become the lover. Each of the twelve sections of the story contains a glimpse of the 
boy 's development from innocence to maturation and self-discovery; and each section 
provides an evolving interpretation of the story's title that coincides with the boy's 
specific stages of growth. The boy s overall journey to self-discovery is like a set of 
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stairs: the experiences are the steps leading up to the landings, or the epiphanies of self. 
Although each step of the boy's development is valuable, the primary focus here is on the 
landings. 
Many of the boy's experiences are not quickly followed by epiphanies but build 
upon each other, just like steps, in order to reach the epiphany. Chopin presents a true 
depiction of life when she faithfully portrays some epiphanies occurring in quick 
succession of the experiences, but other times dawning after long passages of time. The 
opening of the story, or Section 1, applies the title words, vocation and voice, to the 
religious occupation of priests, with vocation synonymous for calling, or a call from God 
to pursue that vocation. In "The Patch" the boy's life consists of sitting in the "parish 
school for an hour or two each day,' serving Mass, and running the priest' s errands 
(Chopin 840). Yet, despite his busyness with the Church, the boy has a "vague sense of 
being unessential" (Chopin 840). The onset of his journey occurs when he realizes his 
dispensability to the C hurch and the priest and determines to seek out an existence "under 
God' s sky in the free and open air" (Chopin 841). 
The next step toward the epiphany of self-discovery is the boy's chosen 
companions, the gypsies Gutro and Suzima. Gypsies characteristically dwell on the 
fringe of society. That the boy takes up with these outsiders reveals to the reader, while 
remaining unknown to the boy, that be desires to escape from the society that hampers his 
true growth. The first time the boy bears Suzima's voice she swears, "Damn him" 
(Chopin 842). Even though the boy has abandoned his pursuits in the Church, he n otes 
that he has "no positive leaning towards the emphatic, reflecting that the teachings of the 
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priest, Father Doran, have "not been wholly thrown away upon him," indicating that the 
boy still harbors some of the illusions of youth, as Chopin sees them, provided by 
religious philosophy (Chopin 843). At this stage in the journey, the boy's rejection of 
Suzima's ways of expression reveals the tension that exists within him between his desire 
to rebel against society and the en grained morality of the same conforming society. The 
tension within is symbo lized by the "stars ... coming out" (Chopin 843), with the stars 
serving as a "less natural and a more perfunctory and literary metaphor for the spiritual 
world" (Frye 64). Using circular language and symbols throughout the story, Chopin's 
references to the symbols of the night and the starry skies connect to the boy 's spiritual 
epiphanies. 
Music is an essential element in the boy's journey. Both the boy and Suzima 
enjoy music; and Suzima's voice is formally trained to sing opera. Nature' s and 
S uzima's voices are indistinguishable to the boy. As he walks through the woods, he 
marvels at "the shrill songs of birds," just as he loves Suzima's voice "filling the vast 
woody temple" with " full, free notes" (Chopin 847). The singing voice of Suzima moves 
him like the beauty he witnesses in nature. In nature he feels wholly removed from the 
world he left behind, "as if he [has] been transplanted into another sphere, into a native 
element from which he [has] all along been excluded" (Chopin 846). Music, like stars 
and dreams, contributes to the boy' s development, as well as reflects Chopin's 
knowledge of the philosophy ofSchopenhauer. Chopin manjfests Schopenhauer's belief 
that "art is perhaps the best way to transcend the Will, and music is the highest of the arts 
because it reveals directly the essence of willing in order to enable one to break free of 
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illusion•· (Camfield 13). Breaking free of illusion is at the heart of the Bildungsroman, 
and Chopin brilliantly employs music as a vital element in the boy's development. 
The boy relishes his new life with the gypsy couple in the next section of the 
story. The only part ofGutro and Suzima' s schemes in which he will participate is 
singing with the gypsy woman. He finds their other devices, "foreign headgear," 
·'fantastic garb," and exotic accents "deceitful and misleading" (Chopin 849). He will 
sing with Suzima, for in music there are truth and beauty, Like those found in nature, and 
Suzima's voice is just as captivating. His removal from society into experience has not 
yet altered the boy s innocence, that ·'tranquil light shining, glowing rather, from within· 
(Chopin 849). However, all of his experiences to this point have compounded in order to 
lead him to his first epiphany. fn the night, a place of isolation from society and even the 
gypsies, the boy contemplates his place in the world and has the keenest feeling that in 
tills space he is "holding communion with something mysterious, greater than himself," 
that is reaching "out from the far distance to touch him-something he [calls] God" 
(Chopin 850). The phrase "holding communion" is a reminder of his days as altar boy 
and the Holy Communion services in which he would participate, all within the confmes 
of the Church and its protocols. Yet, his experience under the open night sky, away from 
the Church, is more intimate and truthful. Here he is alone with his God-moreover, 
with a God who wishes to touch him. It is after this intimate experience in the night that 
the boy is proclaimed to be neither "innocent [nor] ignorant'' to the "ways of men," 
directly contrasting the earlier proclamation of his innocence (Chopin 850). His 
epiphany is that he has transitioned from a boy of complete innocence to a young man 
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who contains the knowledge but has yet to experience the ways of men. Further, the boy 
now realizes that be can commune with God outside the confines of the Church and the 
repressive society it represents. 
After the intimate communion with God and the nocturnal epiphany, the next 
section opens in January with the vagabonds, another of youth' s illusions, desiring to 
''settle down for a time "contradicting the very definition of "vagabond" (Chopin 850). 
Their decision to stay sedentary for an indefinite time also means the loss of the boy's 
new vocation. To this point the trio has been traveling south and having left the familiar 
Missouri setting, settles '·down to a domestic existence" in Chopin 's unmistakable 
Louisiana. The boy and the gypsies experience provincial Louisiana from a keenly 
different perspective not portrayed in Chopin' s other works set in Louisiana. The boy, 
Suzima, and the Beast Gutro are in the position of outsiders. Chopin never declares 
Louisiana as the setting of section V; but her descriptions of flea infestation in January, 
negroes worlcing the land of a nearby field, plantations, bayous, ' Cadian women, and an 
abundance of crawfish all indicate humid, languid Louisiana. The boy's position as an 
outsider becomes increasingly clear when Suzima sends him to the nearby village. The 
boy seeks out the parish priest, who is "surely more approachable for him than ... any 
other soul in that locality whom he might have encountered and addressed ' (Chopin 851 ). 
Though the boy is not familiar with the particular man, he is familiar with the office of 
priest, an office he trusts much more than any of the foreign Louisiana residents. The 
priest , once again representing the illusion of youth through religious philosophy, 
immediately recruits the boy to serve Mass. The boy, being ''well pleased to fmd himself 
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once more and so unexpectedly brought in touch with the religious life and the sacred 
office," seemingly regresses torus former innocence (Chopin 852). However, innocence 
lost is never regained, a fact that weaves its way through the story. The boy reached a 
new level of knowledge in his nightly encounter with God, knowledge that can never be 
forgotten. By participating in Mass, the boy is not seeking intimacy with God; he is 
seeking a way to fulfill his deep need to be necessary. He knows he is not necessary to 
anyone in "The Patch," so he travels with Suzima and Gutro where he feels useful and 
needed. The decision to settle in Louisiana for a time takes away the boy's necessity, 
propelling him to seek out an occupation to fulfill him. 
Suzima's presence in the Mass service symbolizes the collision of the boy's 
dawnjng sense of self and the confonning teaching of society that his worth is gauged by 
his necessity to the society. Suzima is aware of the pressures of society upon her as well, 
yet is quick to "throw off'' her shoulders the "burden that had been weighing upon them" 
and lift her voice in song (Chopin 853). While unable to do the same, the boy does 
respond to the beauty of Suzima's song, declaring, "I'd rather hear you sing than 
anything in the world'' (Chopin 854). His declaration signifies that the boy has now 
separated Suzima and nature. Before, the song of nature and the songs of Suzima had the 
same effect upon him. Now, Suzima' s is the song he would rather hear. 
The young boy of the beginning sections gives way to the growing young man of 
section VI. Chopin' s language describing the boy's physical growth also describes his 
growing sexual awareness. The descriptions of"broadening girth," "hardening flesh," 
and "swelling muscles" do little to disguise the boy's emerging sexuality. With the 
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changes to his body come the changes to his voice, now resembling "the sound of a 
cracked pot'' (Chopin 854). The sudden loss of his "girlish and melodious" voice acts as 
a physical manifestation of the changes taking place within him (Chopin 854). Just as he 
tri es to "master the waverings and quaverings" of his voice, does be try to master the 
waverings and quaverings of his awakening identity. The boy, still seeking approvaJ 
from society, takes a job to pay for a new suit of clothes. In his developing friendship 
with the priest, the boy becomes intuitively aware of the priest' s disapproval of Suzima 
and Gutro. The boy's tentative steps to rejoin society cause him to feel disapprovaJ 
toward the gypsies as well. Yet, when away from the unyielding demands of society's 
rules, the boy speaks to Suzima as" in the confessional," likening her to a priest (Chopin 
855). Paralleling Suzima's previous presence in the church, Chopin's boy now brings 
society's opinions and influence into the unbridJed wilderness through the "religious 
newspapers" and books the priest gives him (Chopin 855). Suzima does not trust the 
reading material, just as she does not trust the society that produced it. When the restless 
gypsy spirit revives and the trio prepares to continue their journey, the boy is "quite 
determined to return to the village and bid goodbye to friends and acquaintances" there 
(Chopin 856). The boy is aware of a "sense of honor overtaking him, with other manly 
quaJities" as he is now not "the child of four moths ago" (Chopin 856). The priest 
declares that the boy cannot go, and the boy instinctively withdraws from the man. The 
priest tries to talk to the boy about staying, but the boy is too drawn to nature and the 
freedom it represents to stay. The stars beginning to shine during the boy's meeting with 
the priest gjves the "sense" that ''the mechanical complications of starry movements" are 
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a "projection or reflection of something mechanical and malignant in human nature," or 
in Chopin' s words, a "savage instinct" (Frye 64; Chopin 857). As the boy is trying to 
retreat, the priest, reflecting society's propensity to preach to youth, calls out instructions 
to him to "not forget [his] Creator" and " bear in mind and in heart always the holy 
teachings of the church," but the boy sees "inclistinctly the shadowy form ofSuzima 
lurking nearby, waiting for him'" (Chopin 857). The lure of society, with a fixed code of 
behavior and feigned safety, is not enough for the boy, who follows his instinct into the 
unknown wilderness and the unknown experiences that await him. 
The travelers, in section VII, retrace their previous journey and head north. 
Dreams emerge as the element threading through the segment and through the rest of the 
story. The boy's idle time is spent dreaming about the adventure tales Gutro orates. One 
characteristic of the Bildungsroman is the "action tends to be episodic rather then 
arranged into a tightly woven plot" (Mitchell 63). Traditional adventure tales chronicle 
the development of a hero from innocence to experience; but unlike the boy's 
development consisting of specific, unrelated episodes depicting growing internal 
awareness, the hero of adventure stories is changed as a result of a series of escapades in 
which the hero must triumph. The boy's fascination with Gutro's traditionally unrealistic 
adventure stories contrasts with his own quest of self-discovery. He is "for the most part 
alone, always moving on, restless, expectant, looking for that which [lures] and [eludes] 
him, which he [cannot] overtake" (Chopin 859). On the day of his next epiphany, the 
boy wishes only to dream. Yet, it is the nature of the journey of development to continue, 
as it does when Gutro, out of necessity, finally allows the boy to water the gypsy's 
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precious mules. At the water, the boy sees Suzima "seated, naked upon a broad, flat 
stone, washing herself," the image of her nakedness eats " into his brain and into his flesh 
with the fixedness and intensity of white-hot iron" (Chopin 860). From then on, the boy 
holds "her as real and alive in his imagination as she [is] in the flesh" (Chopin 860). 
Unable to control the "current of his passion," the boy unleashes a ''torrent of invective 
and abuse" upon Gutro (Chopin 860). Before his awakened sensual passion is stirred, the 
boy vows to "someday" tell Gutro that he has "no respect for the man," never believing 
that the "someday" of his plans is to be that very same day (Chopin 858). The onrush of 
emotions from his encounter of seeing Suzima's naked body overwhelms the boy who, 
after verbally attacking Gutro, runs into the woods and collapses into a sobbing heap. 
This epiphany ushers in new knowledge of the boy's sexual self. His "sudden 
determination moving him" to jump one night into the wagon beside Suzima is 
undoubtedly driven by his newly awakened sexual passion. The epiphany was 
knowledge of sexual passion, but the boy's initiation to sex remains to be experienced. 
The boy's sexual encounter with Suzima is comparable to the night he experiences God's 
touch. The experience with God awakens the boy' s spiritual self, whereas the experience 
with Suzima awakens his physical self. The two experiences fuse together to form the 
boy ' s identity as lover. In this and all of Chopin's work, passion is overarching: the 
passions of sexuality and violence invade simultaneously. The boy, now aware of his 
sexuality, remains unaware of his new capability of violence. 
The rapidity of the boy's next epiphany evidences the power of newly awakened 
sexual passion. Chopin reiterates that power by stating that everything the boy "had 
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known before he now comprehended, and w ith comprehension" sympathy is awakened 
(Chopin 862). Before, he only knew the ways of men, but now he has "been brought in 
touch with the universe of men" (Chopin 862). For the boy, the beauty of nature is now 
incomparable to the beauty of Suzima. He has altered his gaze from nature to his lover, 
"[watching] her as she [walks] and [turns] about" (Chopin 863). The depth ofthe boy 's 
ardor for Suzima is such that he sees her as the "embodiment of desire and the fulfillment 
of life" (Chopin 863). In this and the preceding sections, Chopin employs repetitive 
language to indicate the boy's awakened passion. In his first sexual experience with 
Suzirna, he lies beside her in the wagon, "quivering by turns;" and after his sexual 
passion ushers in al l the other passions the boy is still unaware of, he finds himself 
"quivering with apprehension" (Chopin 862, 863 emphasis added). The boy's new found 
love for Suzima and his ensuing protectiveness of her cause him to react to Gutro ' s usual 
abuse. Whereas the boy used to rely on Suzima's protection from Gutro's rage, he is now 
prepared ''with a pointed hunting knife," a phallic symbol representative of his sexual 
awakening, to protect Suzima and himself (Chopin 863). Confronted with "a devil 
lurking unknown to him, in his blood, . .. [blinding] him, (disabling] his will and 
(directing] hjs hands to deeds of violence," the boy is now cognizant that his awakening 
to sexual passion also means that his violent passions are now awakened and are more 
forceful than he could ever imagine (Chopin 864). His fear and disillusionment cause 
him to separate himself from the gypsies and tum his soul "toward the refuge of spiritual 
help" (Chopin 864). 
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It is at this point in the tale that the boy acquires the name Brother Ludovic. 
Perhaps the boy's choice of name is to recognize the 1833 opera by the French composer 
Fromental Halevy, or perhaps Chopin is drawing connections to one of her German 
inspira6ons, Ludwig Uhland, author of Childe Roland, and whose name is the German 
translation of the French name, Ludovic. In either case, Brother Ludovic, in Chopin's 
story, is "the young marvel of strength" who in contrast with the boy from before, has 
"no mind for books," but would rather learn from the book of nature (Chopin 865). 
Seeking further isolation than he had with the gypsies, Brother Ludovic retreats into the 
forrest because he cannot "abide the confinement of four walls" (Chopin 865). His 
entrance into the monastery to escape his awakened passions does not dismiss the 
knowledge or experiences he had with them. Brother Ludovic is ever conscious of that 
"hideous, evil spectre of himself lurking outside, ready at any moment to claim him 
should he venture within its reach" (Chopin 865). But he has a false sense of security 
that the evil lurks outside the gate of his refuge, never considering that the evil is actually 
present within himself Symbolically important once again are the dreams Ludovic has 
of pursuing, but never overtaking, Suzima. Northrop Frye expands on the significance of 
dreams, the ''workings of the subconscious where the epiphany originates," in the hero's 
quest: 
The human cycle of waking and dreaming corresponds closely to the 
natural cycle of light and darkness, and it is perhaps in this 
correspondence that all imaginative life begins. The correspondence is 
largely an antithesis: it is in daylight that man is really in the power of 
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darkness, a prey to frustration and weakness; it is in the darkness of nature 
that the ' libido' or conquering heroic self awakes. Hence art, which Plato 
called a dream for awakened minds, seems to have as its finaJ cause the 
resolution of the antithesis, the mingling of the sun and the hero, the 
realizing of a world in which the inner desire and the outward 
circumstance coincide. (Fables ofJdentity J 8) 
Brother Ludovic' s obsession to build a vast, impenetrable waH occupies his thoughts and 
energies and symbolizes his futile attempt to regain the innocence and illusion of youth 
be bas lost. 
Again, Chopin repeats the familiar words signifying awakened passions when 
Brother Ludovic hears Suzima's song in the forest and stops his work, "quivering with 
attention" (Chopin 867 emphasis added). Brother Ludovic' s responding to Suzima's 
song alludes to the classical myth of the siren calling men from safety to danger. When 
Brother Ludovic hears Suzima's song, he is transported to the scenes of awakening, or 
epiphany. He is "leading the mules to water" when an ' image that had once been 
branded into hjs soul" unfolds "before his vision with the poignancy of life," and then he 
finds himself in the wagon with Suzima on that unforgettable moonlit night (Chopin 
867). In an instant, Ludovic realizes in the final epiphany of growth, that "he [has] 
pulses, for they (are] clamoring, and flesh, for it [tingles] and [burns] as if pricked with 
nettles" (Chopin 867). But most importantly, he realizes that no matter how strong a wall 
he builds or how far be retreats from the world, his passions are awakened and live within 
him, not outside; and because of this reality, he can never escape them. Forsaking all, he 
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leaps "from the wall and follow[s] the voice of the woman" (Chopin 868). This 
realization frees him. Although violence accompanies sexual passion, he can no longer 
exist denying his awakened self. Echoing the religious vocation and voice from the first 
section of the story, Brother Ludovic, the now mature man, responds to the call of the 
woman and the cry of his own being. 
Ludovic ' s choice to abandon isolation and society in order to assume his new-
found identity as lover varies from the standard Bildtmgsroman conclusion in which the 
hero assumes his place in society equipped with the lessons learned from his experiences. 
Like another famed Bildungsroman, James Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a Young 
Man, Chopin's conclusion is an innovation to the traditional form, in that while the story 
"retains almost every feature of the Bildungsroman, it frees its hero from the traditional 
goal of integration into society" (Mitchell 74). Her hero, in light of his awakened self, 
knows he cannot assume his role in society and must instead seek out his own existence 
elsewhere. For Brother Ludovic, fully aware of the range of his passion, knows the 
fullness of life exists in the wilderness with Suzima and under God 's open sky. His 
choice provides him the completeness of self, fulfilling his spiritual as well as his 
physical needs. With the intriguing and innovative "A Vocation and a Voice," Chopin 
once again shows her genius and dexterity as a writer with her truthful and insightful 
portrayal of a boy' s journey from innocence to maturity. Drawing on German traditions 
but applying her own unique touch, Chopin has given the world a beautiful portrait of the 
development of a lover in a unique American Bildungsroman. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SONS 
Gustave Martel in "Madame Martel 's Christmas Eve: " 
Chopin illustrates the unique and powerful bond between mothers and sons in her 
1896 story, "Madame Martels's Christmas Eve." Youth 's Companion accepted but never 
published the story, and the tale lay forgotten until Per Seyersted published it in 1969 in 
The Complete Works of Kate Chopin. The story 's publication and availability to readers, 
scholars, and critics provide an opportunity for new insights into Kate Chopin 's body of 
work as a short story in which she features the theme of Creole deep moUllling. Chopin 
was well aware of the bonds between mothers and sons, having mothered five sons. 
During her literary career, Chopin considered herself "at the mercy .. . ofnewspaper 
editors who might put any kind of question ' to a defenseless woman under the guise of 
flattery'-such as 'How many children have you?"' (Toth, Kate Chopin 365). Chopin 
did not often speak of her children in public, but the few times she did revealed a mother 
deeply devoted to her children. She indicated her love for them individually-'" the idol 
of my soul in Kentucky; the light of my eye off in Colorado; the treasure of his mother's 
heart in Louisiana"' (Toth, Kate Chopin 365). In "Madame Martel's Christmas Eve," 
Chopin presents a portrait of a different kind of mother, one who is submerged in grief 
Barbara C. Ewell affirms that in "Madame Martel's Christmas Eve" it "certainly 
[is not] hard to see some facet ofKate Chopin in the melancholy widow, Mme. Martel, 
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longing for her jovial husband at Christmas" (Kate Chopin 116). The time frame for the 
story seems to suggest some connection to Kate Chopin 's life. Oscar Chopin, died 
December 10, 1882, "just fifteen days before Christmas;" and Kate Chopin penned the 
story in January 1896, fourteen years after burying Oscar (Toth, Kate Chopin 159). 
Without Chopin's personal papers providing documentation, there is no way to determine 
if the story has any intentional autobiographjcaJ qualities. However, what is conclusive 
from Kate Chopin ' s life is her devotion to her children, and the bond between mother and 
child is the frame to look through when considering "Madame Martel 's Christmas Eve." 
Madame Martel is a Creole woman who has grieved her husband's death for six 
years. Although she is a model of deep mourning to the commuruty, her grief has 
isolated her from her children. One Christmas Eve, Mme. Martel finds herself alone, and 
responding to her need for human companionship, goes to a local celebration where her 
daughter is a guest. However, the girl is not ready to leave the party so Mme. Martel is 
forced to return home alone. Upon arriving she encounters what she believes is a vision 
of her husband sitting in a chair before the fire . Overcome with emotion, Mme. Martel is 
startled to discover that the figure before her is actually her son, Gustave, who has chosen 
to spend Christmas with her instead of on vacation with his friends. 
In the story, Chopin experiments with mourning customs in the South through the 
character of Madame Martel. Similar to "Maupassant' s ' Lui ' or ' Suicide, ' both of which 
Chopin bad translated, the tale examines a disordered mental state, one induced by 
Madame's morbid- and selfish-Christmas mourning" (Ewell116). However, 
bereavement protocols of the late nineteenth-century not only accepted, but also approved 
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of prolonged deep mourning practices, due in part to the English Queen Victoria ' s 
mourning the death of her husband, Prince Albert. According to hlstorical records, 
"[w)ben her husband, Prince Albert, died in 1862, (the Queen] extended the customary 
mourning period until her own death in 1901" (Nygard and Reilly 573). Bereavement 
etiquette required a minimum time frame in which to mourn. In the Queen and 
Madame's cases, "a widow was expected to spend one full year in deep mourning and a 
subsequent year in half mourning" (Balk 832). Antebellum mourning customs centered 
on sentimentality, with the dead one eulogized in poetry. The horrors of the Civi l War 
stripped death of its romanticism in the South: 
To the bereaved, an elaborate mourning etiquette showed a psychological 
solidarity with the deceased loved one. As long as the grieving maintained 
a state of mourning, a connection and identification with the dead 
continued, openly and unashamedly. This total immersion in bereavement, 
this close identity with the dead, ultimately was a kind of defiance. The 
deceased, in a very physical way, remained present through some tangible 
action or object, allowing the mourner to avoid releasing the loved one to 
the finality of death, perhaps indefinitely. (Nygard and Reilly 571) 
Madame Martel evidently wished to stay close to her husband through her mourning and 
through the picture and portrait she dweiJs on. 
For Madame Martel, the pictures of her husband keep "fresh the sense of grief 
rather than facilitat[e] the process of mourning"' (Balk 831). She is alone, gazing at "an 
old ambrotype," while " chocking back the sobs" (Chopin 804). Readers know that the 
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ambrotype is not one of the popular nineteenth-century postmortem portraits of 
Madame's husband. The picture she clings to is of her husband when he was nineteen 
the same age as her "big, manly son" (Chopin 810). 
' 
Chopin characterizes Madame Martel as "one of those women-not rare among 
Creoles-who make a luxury of grief' (Chopin 804). Her statement is at once a rebuke 
and a reminder that in the late nineteenth-century "[mourning] etiquette became 'an index 
of the American conscience,' and abiding by mourning dress etiquette enabled the 
widow .. . lo validate the social mores of one' s class" (Nygard and Reilly 831). Had 
Madame Martel been poor, she would not have been able to extend her mourning 
indefinitely because the cost for the elaborate mourning attire was steep. 
Madame Martel 's son, Gustave has "'accepted the invitation of a college friend to 
spend the holiday' s in Assumption" (Chopin 804). His choice is a reaction to his 
mother's tendency during the Christmas season to indulge "to the utmost in her poignant 
memories" and to abandon "herselfto a very intoxication of grief' (Chopin 805). He 
knows she prefers to be alone during the holiday season. Because of his mother' s grief 
Gustave's family is scattered at a time when families typically reunite. He is, as his 
mother assesses, "cut off by want of sympathy" (Chopin 806). So, while Madame Martel 
indulged in her grief, her children were left to carve out lives of their own. ln the years 
Madame Martel has spent in mourning, Gustave has grown into a replica of his father. 
Madame Martel notes the "poise of [his] head, the sweep of (his] arm and set of his 
shoulder" (Chopin 809). His likeness to his father is such that Madame Martel believes 
for a moment that her husband has come back to her. 
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Gustave, of his own volition, returns to his family 's home because he wants to 
spend the holiday with his mother. Despite his mother' s claims of telepathy, Gustave 
declares, "I was purely selfish, mother. . .. I came because I couldn't help it; because I 
couldn 't stay away. I wanted to see you, to be with you, mother" (Chopin 811). He has 
no way of knowing his mother's earlier .. savage and hungry" need "for human 
companionship-for some expression of human Jove" (Chopin 806). Perhaps he comes 
to his mother because he needs her love as much as she needs his. Chopin underscores 
Gustave's value as son when Madame Martel seeks to fulfill the longing in her heart by 
going to her daughter. However, her daughter raises a "perfect storm of protest" when 
Madame Martel wants to take her home (Chopin 808). This scene starldy contrasts the 
later scene when Madame Martel, "very, very happy" rubs "her cheek against [Gustave's] 
rough coat sleeve and [feels] the warm pressure of his hand" (Chopin 811 ). Chopin 
communi.cates the healing properties of a son ' s love through Gustave. His love redeems 
Madame Martel and releases her from grief and guilt when he tells his mother, "if we 
can' t be gay, there' s nothing to keep us from being happy"' (Chopin 811). In the story, 
Chopin is advocating for the son and affirming his importance and goodness. 
"Madame Martel ' s Christmas Eve" offers a realistic view of a mother, wrought 
with grief over the death of a husband, who realizes that the love she seeks is offered by 
her son. Chopin diverges from Maupassant, whose stories of disordered mental states 
end when the "characters ... succumb to their delusions," because her "realistic bent" 
moves "away from the romanticism indigenous to local color" (Ewe11 116). Chopin 
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introduces the notion that, although their husbands are gone, widows can still fmd 
happiness in the love of their cruldren, particularly their sons. 
Gabriel Lucaze in "The Godmother:" 
Kate Chopin experienced career success with the publicati.ons of Bayou Folk and 
A Night in Acadie. These two collections of works, which came to be termed "local-
color" stories, marked Chopin as a regionalist writer. In 1900, near the end of her career, 
along with the disheartening reviews she was receiving of her second novel came the 
shocking news from Herbert S. Stone, her publisher, that the contract for A Vocation and 
a Voice was cancelled (Toth, Unveiling Kate Chopin 229). No explanation was given for 
the cancellation of the twenty-two story collection. Toth speculates that "Stone may ... 
have felt that he could not create an audience for an author whose new, strange stories 
were not bright Louisiana local color tales" (Unveiling 229). A Vocation and a Voice 
contains only three stories set in Louisiana, one of which is "The Godmother." A 
Vocation and a Voice ascertains Chopin' s growth as a writer and provides evidence of the 
influence of Guy de M.aupassant's stories. The stories in A Vocation and a Voice "no 
longer had neat beginnings, middles, and ends, and ... were often about loneliness, 
sadness, blindness, betrayal, and death'' (Toth, Unveiling 229). "The Godmother" 
follows in the vein ofthe emerging new style of Kate Chopin. 
Written in 1899, "The Godmother" was originaiJy sent to Youth's Companion, but 
was rejected. ln late I 901, the story was finally published in Billy Reedy's Mirror 
(Toth, Kate Chopin 327). The story focuses on the relationship between an old woman, 
Tante Elodie, and her godson, Gabriel Lucaze. Tante Elodie lives a peaceful existence as 
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an old maid in Louisiana. She attracts young people and cares for all of them, but it is 
Gabriel whom she adores. The extent of her love is tested one night when Gabriel comes 
to her and confesses to murdering a man after a night of drinking. She tends to rum and 
then sets off to the scene of the crime where she arranges the body and takes the murder 
weapon, Gabriel's knife, along with the victim's money and watch. Gabriel escapes 
accusation but eventuaUy discovers Tante Elodie's actions. He leaves town and never 
speaks to her again. Tante Elodie is heartbroken at his abandonment and withers away. 
She hears rumors as to Gabriel's whereabouts and his wild and dangerous lifestyle until 
she fmalJy receives word of his death. 
"The Godmother" exemplifies Kate Chopin 's experimentation with style. No 
longer writing the neat local color stories and following the set pattern of technique found 
in Bayou Folk, Chopin attempts something different in "The Godmother''-Gotruc 
fiction. Through exploring the elements of Gothic fiction and identifying common motifs 
and thematic elements, "The Godmother" emerges as an example of Gothic fiction, and 
the character Gabriel Lucaze, acting in the role of son, surfaces as a definitive Gothic 
hero. 
Placing the fiction of Kate Chopin in a specific genre is difficult. Scholars 
typically insist on Gotruc' s "intimate relation to the romance," but the characteristic of 
Gothic having "generic instability" allows it to "[seep] into other genres and [appear] in 
unlikely places" (Goddu 8). Chopin's story includes much of nature, yet it is not 
specifically Romantic, a term that 'usually evokes an ideal world, infused with integral 
energy and dynamically evolving toward a yet higher state, in which the single, separate 
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self seeks unity with Nature, itself symbolic of the aesthetic harmony of the cosmos" 
(Thompson 1). The incompatibility of the Gothic and the Romantic genres within "Tbe 
Godmother" presents the task of claiming the story as a Gothic tale while simultaneously 
segregating Chopin's work from Romanticism. 
The Gothic genre has endured severe disparagement and dismissal from literary 
critics in the past While recent years have seen a gradual acceptance of Gothic literature 
into the canon, not long ago "Gothic fiction [was] frequently associated with the 'dime 
novel, ' " and was harshly viewed as "merely a literature of surfaces and sensations" 
(Thompson I). Even "'classic works of fiction which employ Gothic conventions and 
subjects ... tend not to be critically examined in the tradition of a developing Gothic mode 
but in some other, more acceptable tradition" (Thomas 1 ). An acceptable tradition is the 
habit of attributing certain words in describing a work of fiction. For example, describing 
Chopin' s "The Godmother" as dark instead of Gothic "signifies the critical displacement 
of the category from discussions of American Literature" because, whereas "dark 
conjures the atmospheric associations of the [Gothic], it does not carry the same generic 
baggage" (Goddu 7). Consequently, "[unlike] the term [Gothic] , which connotes 
'popular, '" referring to the popular novels of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
"dark bas come to signify 'profound ' in American Literary Criticism" (Goddu 7). 
Profound is synonymous with deep, a word popularized by the poet John Keats during 
the British Romantic period. In literature, if Gothic is replaced by dark, a word 
synonymous for profound, or deep, the fiction in question is then affixed to Romanticism 
and completely alienates the notion of a singularly Gothic tale. The term dark is also 
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problematic in determining the definition, or at the very least, the conventions of the 
Gothic. fn an attempt to define Gothic fiction, previous scholars viewed the "darker side 
of Romanticism," or Dark Romanticism, and decidedly embraced Romantic Gothic. A 
close contender for providing the literary community with an appropriate defmition of 
Gothic is G.R. Thomas: 
Romantic Gothic deals with the tormented condition of a creature 
suspended between extremes of faith and skepticism, beatitude and horror, 
being and nothingness, love and hate-and anguished by an indefinable 
guilt for some crime it cannot remember having committed .. .. The chief 
element of the Gothic romance is not so much terror as, more broadly, 
dread- whether physical, psychological, or metaphysical, whether of 
body, mind, or spirit. The Gothic romance seeks to create an atmosphere 
of dread by combining terror with horror and mystery. (The Gothic 
Imagination: Essays in Dark Romanticism 3) 
Although Thomas 's definition for Gothic is valid, by coup.ling Gothic with Romanticism, 
the author reverts to the acceptable literary tradition of relying on an already established 
genre to give the term credibility. The "generic instability" of the Gothic and its 
propensity to infiltrate other genres renders the Gothic incapable of permanent fusion 
with Romanticism. 
Locating or creating a simple definition of the Gothic is an insurmountable 
undertaking; however, broad classification of the Gothic in fiction finds that it is "a 
faithful record of human engagement with visible, political, cultural issues-race, class, 
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gender, science, empire, authorities of all kinds" while also being "an insistent advocate 
for the importance of the invisible, the spiritual, even the religious" (Wilt 41 ). In "The 
Godmother," the old woman, Tante Elodie, is a remnant from the past, the Antebellum 
South. Elodie is "a very conservative person" who believes The Normal School is "an 
unpardonable innovation, with its teachers from Minnesota, from Iowa, from God-
knows-where, bringing strange ways and manners to the old town" (Chopin 933). 
Interestingly, Elodie' s distaste for The Normal School and its teachers does not prevent 
her from hosting one of them in her home. Tante Elodie also considers the emancipation 
of the slaves ''a great mistake," an opinion for which she has "many reasons for thinking" 
(Chopin 933). Through Tante Elodie's personal opinions, the Gothic element of 
recording "hwnan engagement with visible, political, [and] cultural issues" such as race, 
are employed in "The Godmother" (Wilt 41 ). Elodie's views also support the belief that 
in American Gothic fiction "racial assumptions . .. both outside and sometimes within the 
self, are focused upon" (Lloyd-Smith 6). Racial assumptions are undeniable in "The 
Godmother" when "twenty darkies" and not one white person are mentioned being held 
' 'on suspicion" of the murder (Chopin 943). 
Gothic fiction is an "insistent advocate for the importance of the invisible, the 
spiritual, even the religious," traits that are evidenced in "The Godmother" (Wilt 41 ). 
Religion serves as a recurring motif in the story: Elodie's criticism that the teachers at 
The Normal come from "God-knows-where;" the lace bedspread that is "religiously 
folded every night;" Elodie's devotion to prayer; Gabriel's sitting on Elodie' s prayer 
books; Tante Elodie taking on the appearance of a nun when draped in a black cape; 
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Elodie's convincing Gabriel that "God, who reads men' s hearts will not call [the murder] 
a crime;" after Gabriel's abandonment, Elodie does not go to confession any longer; and 
the "wedding feast" alludes to the Biblical story of Jesus' first miracle (Chopin 933, 934, 
945, 95 1 ). Even the title of the story draws immediate religious association. 
Beyond the religious elements found in Gothic fiction are the supernatural. Many 
times supernatural elements emerge as demonic or monstro us beings (Lloyd-Smith 6). In 
"The Godmother," the "whispering wail among the live-oak leaves" mimics the wail of 
ghostly spirits, and the presence of spirits is repeated when Elodie glides into the cabin 
containing the dead body "like a shadow" (Chopin 939, 940). Demonic allusion occurs 
when Elodie is "possessed" by determination to protect Gabrie l, and later feels 
"possessed by Satan" himself (Chopin 940). She feels like some other being, "some 
fiend in human shape," a ' spirit of murder" (Chop.in 940). Elodie is transformed in 
Gabriel 's mind from a mother figure to someone who seems " less a woman than a 
monster" (Chopin 949). The supernatural examples of spirits and demons in the story 
''[blur] or even [dissolve] the boundary between life and death;' · the domain of the Gothic 
is not just the philosophical problem of evi l but the problematic of being itself ' (Wilt 41 ). 
Blurring the state of existence of the characters from flesh and blood to spirit, demon, and 
monster supports the Gothic preoccupation of differing states of existence. Gabriel 's 
actions act as the catalyst to carry the story forward to chronicle the dissolving 
relationships amongst the characters, the obscured versions of existence, and the interplay 
between life and death. The motif of decay throughout the story is an example of how 
"in Gothic, order often breaks down: chronology is confused, identity is blurred, sex is 
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twisted, the buried life erupts" (Malin 9). In all, " [the] total effect is that of a dream" 
(Malin 9). The entire event from the murder to the cover up to the terror of discovery, is 
summed up as a "sickening dream" (Chopin 946). 
Setting plays an integral part in determining a work of Gothic fiction. The 
European Gothjc fiction of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries relied on the settings 
of cathedrals, crumbling castles, and other vestiges of monarchal rule and heritage. 
American Gothic fictjon writers faced the challenge of conveying the mood of Gothicism 
in a country lacking ancient architecture. In "The Godmother," Chopin successfully 
creates the Gothic mood with "gloomy settings, violent or grotesque action, and a mood 
of decay, degeneration, and decadence" (Shaw 175). In "The Godmother," most of the 
action takes place at night, or twilight, where "the mere use of darkness or 
barrenness . .. [calls] up the Gothic mood" of gloomy settings (Lloyd-Smith 7). The 
murder and cold-blooded cover-up fulfills the need for violent or grotesque action. 
Finally, Chopin creates a mood of decay, degeneration, and decadence in a 
striking and unmistakable way. Tante Elodie is a survivor from the last generation of the 
Antebellum South, a time infamous for its decadence. She is in her twjlight years, but 
was once a Southern belle who grew up on a prosperous plantation. Although she acts 
youthful and appears younger than her years, it is obvious that Elodie's life is coming to a 
close. The few possessions she keeps in her room are, like her, relics of the past. Her 
room contains an enormous "four-poster mahogany" bed, symbolizing the prosperity of 
her past (Chopin 934). The most obvious symbols of the past are the "photographs about 
the room" (Chopin 934). The "old ambrotypes," a word now virtually obsolete, not only 
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symbolizes the past, but also recaJls a very specific time in the past (Chopin 934). 
Ambrotypes were early photographs where images were adhered to a thin sheet of glass. 
The finished product was most often "matted and framed in gilded brass and ... enclosed 
in elaborate cases" (Newhall 171). Ambrotypes were not introduced to the American 
public until 1854 and remained popular until I 861 when the technique was replaced by 
the "more economical tintype or carte-de-viste paper print" (Newhall 171 ). The 
ambrotype's brief career from 1854 to 1861 , immediately preceding the Civil War, is a 
si.gnificant fact to consider when reading " The Godmother." Tante Elodie's persistence 
in preserving her ambrotypes through the horrors of the Civil War, and their place among 
her meager possessions, implies that Elodie seeks not only to cling to the Antebe llum 
South, but aJso to cling to something particular in ber life between 1854 and 1861. 
The South does not contain ancient structures like those found in Europe, which 
act as the traditional settings for European Gothic fiction. However, in "The 
Godmother," Chopin utilizes what the South does offer: Antebellum homes and 
plantations. Tante Elodie's home is an apartment in an elegant Antebellwn home that 
was most likely sectioned off to accommodate tenants. Yet, like the glimpses of youth 
still visible in Tante Elodie, remaining details affecting to the previous grandeur of the 
home are the "double glass doors" that open "upon the wide upper gallery," the enormous 
" live-oaks that [screen] the gallery," and "very large" rooms "with heavy rafters across 
the ceiling" (Chopin 933, 932, 934). In order to emphasize the deteriorating connections 
to a decadent past, Elodie's "romance" with Justin Luczae, Gabriel' s father, links her to 
" her early days" (Chopin 934). Memories of that "old-time, brief passion" symbolize the 
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dead Antebellum South (Chopin 934). The barren, old "Nigger-Luke cabin," in which 
the onJy piece of makeshift furniture is "an empty soap-box," is thought to be abandoned 
slave quarters (Chopin 937). The cabin reiterates the destruction of the Antebellum 
South and the decay of its remnants qualities that associate the story with Gothic fiction. 
The most personal setting wrought with decay and ruin are the remains of the once 
"magnificent plantation adjoining the lands' owned and cultivated by Justin Lucaze 
(Chopin 942). The plantation that was once Elodie's home is permanently affixed to 
Justin Lucaze's land. Despite Elodie s insistence that she feels grateful for never 
marrying Lucaze, the plantation lands symbolize an enduring connection between Elodie 
and Lucaze, as does the relationship between Elodie and Gabriel. 
The acceptance of "The Godmother" as a Gothic tale based on genre research and 
text analysis is necessary in order to establish the surrogate son, Gabriel, as a Gothk 
hero. As previously stated, overtones of religion are a key component in Gothic fiction; 
and "The Godmother" further verifies religious overtones with the son, Gabriel, sharing 
bjs name with the archangel Gabriel. Traditional beliefs of the archangel Gabriel 
maintain that he is " sometimes regarded as the [angel] of death" (Evans 461). Fittingly, 
the character Gabriel Lucaze acts within the office of the angel of death- first by 
murdering Everson, then by his abandonment of Elodie, wruch has "broken her heart" 
and is "killing her" (Chopin 950). His actions, propelling the story, cause Elodie to 
involve herself in his crime. She puts on a black cape, giving her the appearance of a 
nun. Her shroud of black, worn while trying to preserve Gabriel ' s life, foreshadows the 
messenger of death who appears in a "long black coat' (Chopin 950). The most 
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disturbing and subversive act Gabriel carries out is not murdering Everson, but when he 
turns the faculty of death upon himself. allowing "the last spark of human affection" to 
die within him (Chopin 949). However, by removing all traces of humanity within 
himself, Gabriel Lucaze transitions from a living man and becomes more like the spiritual 
Gabriel of traditional belief. 
Another attribute of the celestial Gabriel is that he is ''the Divine instrument of 
punishment, carrying the sword of justice" (Leach and Fried 429). The fictional Gabriel 
Lucaze, ironically a law student, is unable to quiet the anxiety he feels after committing 
murder, but he enacts judgment upon himself and Tante Elodie only after he discovers 
her involvement in the crime. His ensuing judgment is swift and irrevocable: he 
abandons Elodie and eventually meets physical death himself. In the true spirit of Gothic 
ambiguity, Chopin blurs the lines between the physical and the spiritual, between 
Gabriel s physical death and his spiritual death earlier in the story. 
Additionally, the archangel Gabriel is "made of fire"(Leach 429). In fact, he is 
named "the prince of fire" (Evans 461). The recurring motif of fire in the story alludes to 
the religious belief of judgment. Christian teachingmaintains that a fi,ery Hell awaits 
those who do not seek atonement for their sins. Elodie reads magazines Gabriel gave her 
by lamplight until he arrives and rushes "past ber towards the fire" (Chopin 935). Gabriel 
tells her of the ftre be started in the chimney of the cabin. Later, Elodie stirs the embers 
in the same cabin; and when she arrives home, she burns the evidence of Gabriel's crime 
in a fire she built that is "burning briskly" (Chopin 941 ). The Normal teacher asks 
Gabriel if he would "come indoors to the fire" (Chopin 947). An ironic twist in the story 
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concerning the fire motif occurs when Elodie receives news that Gabriel is working as a 
fireman. Perhaps his occupation is a misguided attempt to extinguish the judgment he 
places on himself for the sins he committed. 
Irving Malin argues that the typical Gothic "hero is a weakling" and "(t]he only 
way be can escape from that anxiety which constantly plagues him is through 
compulsion" (5). The anxiety that Gabriel feels prior to the murder is not specified, 
referring to the Gothic principle of the mysteries of existence. What is clear is that he 
seeks to escape that anxiety by drinking and involving himself in "cutting scrapes and 
shooting scrapes" (Chopin 936). Alan Lloyd-Smith explains " [h]allmarks of the Gothic 
include a pushing toward extremes and excess, and that, of course, implies an 
investigation of limits"(Americao Gothic Fiction: An Introduction 5). Gabriel pushes 
toward excess in his drinking habits and party lifestyle. Extremes occur with his 
emotions: he describes himself as "crazy mad;" he kills because he "got mad and lost 
[his] head;" he falls in and out of love with the teacher easily; and he abandons Tante 
Elodie after a lifelong relationship (Chopin 936, 937). Allowing his emotions to rule 
unchecked forces Gabriel to confront the consequences of his extreme passions. 
Another characteristic of the Gothic hero is that "he ' loves' others because he 
loves himself," and ultimately his love " simply creates monsters" (Malin 5). The self-
love prominent in Gothic heroes, also known as Narcissistic heroes, applies to GabrieL 
Chopin offers a memorable and telling occasion when Gabriel views himself in the 
mirror in Elodie' s room. However, to appreciate the Gothic heroes love of self, 
portrayals of Jove in Gothic fiction must be understood. Gothic fiction is typified by 
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"extremes and taboos" like "religious profanities, demonism, occuJtism, necromancy, and 
incest" (Lloyd-Smith 6). The relationship between Elodie and Gabriel borders on the 
perverse. Like the deteriorating plantation, the relationship with Gabriel allows E lodie to 
remain connected to Justin Lucaze or at least to the fleeting passion experienced over 
three decades prior. Elodie's feelings for Gabriel are deep: she loves "the boy above 
everything on earth" (Chopin 934). But, Gabriel is not a boy any longer. He is a man. 
And Elodie's treatment of him and her devotion to him appear to be born of a love that 
feeds off dependence. She finds "none so attractive ... as he; none so thoughtful of her 
pleasures and pains" (Chopin 934-35). By taking matters upon herself, she risks 
everything to shield his crime from discovery. Gabriel compels Tante Elodie to take her 
love for him to extremes. Theirs is a warped love, a common element in the Gothic 
tradition of narcissistic heroes. Narcissistic Gothic heroes, like Gabriel, .. want to 
destroy" the one who loves them, but "at the same time they want to communicate with 
them, to love them, if only to change them into reflections" (Malin 15). Gabriel's 
grotesque desire to destroy Elodie reveals itself in his confession to her of his crime. Her 
council is the only one he seeks after he brutally murders Everson. Gabriel is fully aware 
of his godmother's intense love for him, and revealing his crime to her reflects the 
narcissistic heroes drive to "approach and create problems" (Malin 15). He briefly 
contemplates turning himself in, a moment Allen F. Stein interprets as a sign of"some 
maturity and fortitude" (139). But, Gabriel's words, when viewed through_ the lens ofthe 
Gothic, are amphibological. If spoken to anyone else, his acceptance to turn himself in 
might be sincere. But to Tante Elodie, a woman be knows loves him more than anyone 
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else, bjs words test her love. As Gabriel's godmother, Elodie is responsible for his moral 
guidance, but her irrational love for him supplants her own moral code and religious 
identity. Gabriel experiences the feeling found in Gothlc fiction that "the terror of what 
might happen, or might be happening, is largely foregrounded over the visceral horror of 
the event. .. [where] both are frequently present at once in an interplay not unlike the 
interplay between reason and emotion, unreason and passion" (LJyod-Smith 8). For 
Gabriel, discovery will add "fresh horror" to what has happened, but he never expects the 
horror that assaults him when he ruscovers Tante Elodie's involvement. Unaware of his 
own identity as a narcissist, Gabriel 's "cruel ambivalence is resolved only through 
violence" against those who love him (Malin 15). Instantly, he ' 'never [wants] to see her 
again" because to rum, Elorue's actions make her a "hateful, hideous part" ofrus crime" 
(Chopin 948). Although he never asserts physical violence against Elodie, the emotional 
and psychological damage caused by rus severance manifests in Elodie's physical being. 
Subsequently, if a Gotruc hero seeks resolution through destroying all who love him, he 
must, by his very nature as a narcissist, destroy himself. Gabriel's spiritual death, when 
he kills all human affection within himself, and later his physical death allows rum to 
achieve the resolution rus narcissism bas always wanted; he "can jump into the pool" 
where death "is the true reflection, offering peace and si lence" (Malin 15). 
The story concludes with Gabriel's death, but even that event is shrouded in 
ambiguity. Tante Elodie thinks of her plantation "down there beside Justin 's, a ll 
dismantled, with bats beating about the eaves and negroes living under the falling roof," 
reinforcing the Gothic mood of decay and degeneration (Chopin 951 ). The reappearance 
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of her and Justin's plantations once more establishes connections with the past and blurs 
states of existence. For Elodie, Gabriel will never really be dead. His ghost will stay 
with her, like the stately Antebellum homes, the mahogany bed, the photographs, and the 
ambrotypes. Gabriel will become one more vestige of a past kept alive in Elodie' s mind. 
Prevalent characteristics of the Gothic in "The Godmother" establish the story as 
an example of Chopin' s experimentation with the Gothic genre. Chopin' s familiarity and 
growing interest in Gothic fiction along with her proficiency as a writer make it highly 
improbable that the prominence of Gothic elements in "The Godmother" are coincidental. 
'The Godmother" is proof of Chopin' s dexterity in her treatment of characters and her 
versatility with genre. Through the character of the surrogate son, Gabriel Lucaze~ 
Chopin illustrates the destructiveness and tragedy of a Gothic hero, revealing that her 
concern is not gender, but the buried life of all characters whether they are male or 
femaJe. 
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CHAPTERV 
INDEPENDENT MEN 
Dr. Chevalier in "Dr. Chevalier 's Lie:" 
The body of Kate Chopin's work depicts differing themes, locales, and characters, 
suggesting the range of skill she possessed as a writer. From the beginning of her career, 
Chopin was "leaning toward more controversial subjects-such as ... the seduction of 
innocent country women into prostitution" in " Dr. Chevalier's Lie" (Toth, Kate Chopin 
202). Yet, the controversial nature of the story is not solely based on the portrayal of a 
young prostitute, but on the actions of the Doctor who attends her. "Dr. Chevalier' s Lie," 
written in 1891 , was published in the October edition of Vogue in 1893. The focus here 
is not to analyze the pitfalls of prostitution, but to study the character of the Doctor, as he 
is a superb example of Kate Chopin's treatment of male characters. 
Dr. Chevalier is sitting at home when, past midnight, when he hears a shot ring 
out. Knowing that his services as a physician are needed, he makes his way in the 
disreputable quarter of the city to a whorehouse. He is met by the somber countenance of 
the women inside and proceeds to examine the victim-a girl who has committed suicide. 
The Doctor immediately recognizes the young woman as belonging to an Arkansas 
family he met the year before while on a bunting trip. Overcome with sympathy, the 
Doctor arranges for her burial and sends the girl 's family a letter disguising the true 
nature of her death. 
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The tale is brief, yet wrought with emotion and sympathy, not onJy for the girl, 
but also for the Doctor. Chopin portrays the girl as a representative of poverty and 
immorality and the Doctor as a representative of knowledge and morality. The Doctor is 
not wealthy keeping his office in the " unsavory quarter;" however, he is educated and 
contributes to the good of society through his medical practice (Chopin 728). To analyze 
the character of Dr. Chevalier, it is valuable to understand the real-life man on whom the 
hero is based. 
Emily Toth believes that the inspiration for the character Dr. Chevalier drew from 
Chopin 's real-life physician from the French Quarter in New Orleans, Dr. Charles Jean 
Faget. Dr. Faget delivered several of Kate Chopin's children in Louisiana and was one of 
the few physicians using the controversial drug chloroform on women during childbirth 
(Toth, Kate Chopin 127). Faget's insistence to administer the drug to laboring women 
reflects his compassion for the health and well being of his patients. Dr. Faget was also a 
decorated physician: be was awarded the Chevalier of the Legion of Honor for his 
discoveries regarding the diagnosis of yellow fever. Although many American women 
relied on the use of midwives during clllldbirth, Kate Chopin followed the trend of the 
"eighteenth and nineteenth centuries" where "the Creoles in Louisiana were far more 
inclined to resort to physicians and surgeons in cases of parturition" (Duffy 64). By the 
mid-nineteenth century "there was a growing number of midwives whose training was 
either strictly empirical or virtually nonexistent'' (Duffy 64). Calling on a physician, 
even one whose specialty is not obstetrics, lends the patient a certain amount of 
reassurance. 
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Dr. Faget is noted for his conspicuous appearance. He was "tall, thin, and odd-
looking: unbearded, with a hooked nose, a high, receding forehead and ' long wavy black 
grizzly hair, brushed backward."' (Toth, Kate Chopin 127). The Doctor's odd 
appearance extended to his "deliberately unstyush clothes include[ing] a low crown silk 
or beaver hat, with the broad brim roiled up, in imitation of European priests" (Toth, Kate 
Chopin 127). In order for Faget to gain his patient's confidence "he wore a priest' s cape, 
cultivated the soft, gentle voice of a priest ... and [was] 'intensely religious"'(Toth, Kate 
Chopin 127). When treating patients whose cases were grave, the Doctor "would always 
ask if the patient had the last rites, and then observe, 'Ab, well, if he's made his peace 
with God, just think how much better off he would be if he were dead."' (Toth, Kate 
Chopin 127). The doctor's attitude toward death and the afterlife indicates his deeply 
re ligious beliefs. Chopin named the hero of her story, Dr. Chevalier, drawing an 
unmistakable correlation to Dr. Faget who held the award as the Chevalier of the Legion 
of Honor. Doctor Paget's lasting impact on Kate Chopin is suggested jn her first short 
story of a doctor written two decades after their acquaintance. 
The beginning of the story fmds Dr. Chevalier poring over a book on a late 
autwnn night. His practice is located in the "unsavory quarter" where be can bear "the 
old cathedral tower" ring midnight (Chopin 728). Emily Toth asserts that "Chopin's 
physician character lives in a poor part of town in a city not identified by name," but 
"anyone could (bear]" the midnight bells of the cathedral tower in the French Quarter of 
New Orleans (Kate Chopin 's New Orleans Years 56). Dr. Chevalier's practice in the 
poor French Quarter mimics Dr. Paget' s and indicates their shared low financial standing. 
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Dr. Faget "had very little interest in material things" and was '"one of those intellectuals 
to whom the almighty dollar was of little concern"' (Totb, New Orleans Years 56). 
Further, '"[he] at one time had a large practice, but he was a poor charger, a bad 
collector, no investor at all "' (Toth, New Orleans Years 56). The doctor's economic 
plight might not have had much to do with poor management or collection, but rather 
with the practices of Louisiana physicians as a whole. History of Medicine in Louisiana, 
Volume II explains the situation of nineteenth century Louisiana physicians: 
One of the more persistent troubles plaguing medical men ... has been the 
perennial one of collecting fees. Even in the relatively prosperous ante 
beUwn days this difficulty existed, and it was only to be expected that the 
problem would be intensified as the South struggled desperately with its 
ruined economy .. .. Too many people . .. were seeking medical care but 
neglecting to pay their physicians ... . Even more pressing than the 
collection of fees was the competition arising from the contract system. 
(Duffy 399) 
The contract system meant that Louisiana plantations would hire a physician on a yearly 
basis and pay him an annual salary. In the nineteenth century, a few physicians 
attempted to organize into an association. However, "the medical association found the 
contract method too well entrenched" throughout Louisiana and the South (Duffy 399-
401). After the Civil War, the majority of contracts did not come from plantations, but 
from organized "benevolent societies which then negotiated with physicians for 
collective medical care" (Duffy 399). In other words, contracts transitioned from a rural 
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to an urban system. The financial struggles of physicians in New Orleans resulted from 
the overwhelming number of people in the city belonging to benevolent societies- an 
estimated four-fifths-and the perpetual underbidding of physicians to obtain contracts 
(Duffy 400). A poll taken by physicians in 1897 reported that "the contract system was 
impoverishing the doctors, and this impoverishment only served to perpetuate the 
problem" (Duffy 400-0 I). The contract system would not be abandoned until weJJ into 
the twentieth century. The information about the common use of the contract system 
sheds new light on the monetary troubles of Dr. Faget, and thus provides deeper insight 
into the character of Dr. Chevalier. 
That Dr. Chevalier is poor, even to the poverty level, is clear. It is not beyond 
reason to assume the medical practices in the New Orleans of Dr. Chevalier are much like 
the medical practices in the New Orleans of Dr. Faget with the contract system and 
subsequent poverty of physicians. It is probable, based on knowledge of the contract 
system and details found in the text, that Dr. Chevalier is under contract with the house 
where the dead girJ is found. Dr. Chevalier, after arriving at the bouse, notes the "ghastly 
sameness of detail that accompanied these oft-recurring events,'· supplying that the doctor 
has been to that location numerous times as only a physician under contract wouJd 
(Chopin 728). Chopin provides clues about the type of house to which Dr. Chevalier is 
summoned leading the reader to conclude that the house is one of prostitutes. Some 
clues ofthjs are the "groups of tawdry, frightened women" Dr. Chevalier encounters in 
the house; the Jetter to the cabin promises to carry "no shame," hinting that the girl was 
indeed living a shameful life; and fmally, that Dr. Chevalier "has cared for the remains of 
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a woman of doubtful repute" (Chopin 728-29). If Dr. Chevalier is the fictitious 
personification of Dr. Faget, he too is deeply religious and shares Faget's piety. With Dr. 
Chevalier, Chopin has created a religious and pious man, who is a contract physician to a 
whorehouse. 
Much as Dr. Faget's use of cWoroform is an indication of compassion, Dr. 
Chevalier's involvement with the prostitution house indicates his compassion, as well as 
a his financial need for a contract. Chopin reveals Dr. Chevalier's undoubted compassion 
when he recognizes the dead girl and takes it upon himself to bury her properly. Chopin 
experiments with the ambiguity of language and the absurdities of society when the 
doctor declares, "I knew her well, and charge myself with her remains and decent burial" 
(Chopin 728). Drawing upon the religious aura previously established through Dr. 
Chevalier's character, Chopin alludes to the Biblical expression for sexual intimacy, 
"knew." The allusion to sex not only confirms the girl as a prostitute, but also 
exemplifies how language can influence perception. The Doctor's statement that he 
''knew her well ," if considered alone, could be misinterpreted to mean that he has known 
her sexually, casting a shadow of doubt on his character as a pious, upstanding man. 
Barbara C. Ewell maintains that despite "a studied, noncommittal tone, the object 
of the story' s mild rebuke is not the girl or the doctor, but a fickle society" (Kate Chopin 
82). The Doctor's actions are "noised about" and "Society [thinks] of cutting him" 
(Chopin 729). Regardless of how scandalous Dr. Chevalier's actions appear, "Society 
[does] not" cut him, "for some reason or other, so the affair [blows] over" (Chopin 729). 
Chopin 's choice of the words, "for some reason or other," illustrates the changeable 
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methods with which society measures and judges the actions of others, as if on a whim. 
The Doctor is doing what those in society should be doing--caring for those in need. 
Chopin weaves the tale together with deft skill by first positioning the character of the 
Doctor and the girl against one another and then, in the end, abruptly transposing what 
the reader has accepted about them. 
As seen in many of her other works, Chopin uses dual themes to tell the story of 
her characters. The dual themes of education/ignorance and morality/immorality present 
in ' Doctor Chevalier's Lie" are revealed through the characters and actions of the Doctor 
and the girl. At the opening of the story, the Doctor is reading a book at the same 
moment the girls' pistol shot rings out, underscoring stark contrasts in the lives of the two 
characters. Although both the Doctor and the girl Live in poverty, his education, or 
knowledge, sets him apart from the girl who is ignorant of city life and naively leaves her 
family's cabin to "seek her fortune in the big city" (Chopin 728). Without knowing the 
details, it is easy to imagine that after arriving in New Orleans with little or no education 
or skills, the girl ' s dreams offortune are dashed. Too ashamed to return home a failure, 
she instead turns to prostitution and is then driven to suicide. Both characters are part of 
the working class; however, the Doctor chooses to use his mind in his profession, the girl 
uses her body. The Doctor and the girl suggest that perhaps the level of education or 
knowledge, not fmanciaJ status, detennines the quality oflife and the possibility to fall 
into disrepute. Just as the girl's pistol shot rings out, so too do the Doctor's cathedraJ 
bells ring, acting as opposing symbols of sin and redemption. By correlating the 
cathedral to the Doctor and the pistol to the girl, Chopin addresses the theme of 
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morality/immorality. The Doctor has dedicated his life to caring for the sick, whereas the 
girl bas entered the profession of prostitution. He is representative of healing, and she of 
death- thus suggesting that morality is restoration and immorality is destruction. 
The first half of the story is meant to establish the themes of knowledge/ignorance 
and morality/immorality according to the social values of the time and to which 
characters these attributes belong. Mid-way, Chopin abruptly changes course and 
disrupts the established themes and characterizations. Dr. Chevalier writes a letter to the 
dead girl 's fami ly, telling them that "the girJ had sickened and died" along with invented 
' 'tender last words ' (Chopin 728). Essentially, the good Doctor lies. He also admits to 
knowing a prostitute well without supplying the innocent nature of their acquaintance, 
jeopardizing his own reputation. Through his lie, Dr. Chevalier elevates the girl to 
morality, but by do ing so appears to be immoral himself. The upheaval of 
characterization Chopin achieves in so short a story shows both the Doctor and the girl's 
reversing roles thro ugh the lie. However, the most interesting focus of the story is on 
values of society. The ignorance of society is shown in the quick and inaccurate 
judgment of Dr. Chevalier's actions toward the dead girl~ and society's immorality is 
shown in the cold-hearted way it ignores the poor and needy. 
Dr. Chevalier told a lie to protect the reputation of a dead girl and spare the 
feelings of her family. The irony of the story is that he tells a lie, something that is 
wrong, in order to do w hat is right. Dr. Chevalier's occupation as a healer is heightened 
w hen, unable to heal the girl physically, he chooses to instead heal her reputation with his 
lie. Within the brief scene of"Doctor Chevalier's Lie," Chopin frames the story with 
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historical medical practices of Louisiana in order to construct a tale rebuking society 
through the actions of a male Doctor and a female prostitute. 
Paul in "An Idle Fellow:" 
As in "Dr. Chevalier's Lie," many of Kate Chopin's stories feature male 
characters who, like her female characters, struggle against the forces of society and the 
forces within themselves. In 1893, Kate Chopin turned from her usual short story genre 
and began writing a series of poems. Yet in the midst of the surge of poetic inspiration, 
Chopin penned the sketch "An ldJe Fellow." ln 1898 Chopin included the story in her 
collection, A Vocation and a Voice, which was finally accepted by Way & Williams for 
pub)jcation after several rejections from other publishers. Later that same year, in 
November 1898, the collection was transferred to Herbert. S. Stone & Company, but in 
February 1900, the entire collection was rejected without any explanation (Totb, Kate 
Chopin 373). 'An Idle Fellow" would not be published until 1991 when Emily Totb 
edited A Vocation and a Voice: Stories, one hundred and two years after Chopin put it to 
paper. Considered "more unpolished than most of Chopin ' s short stories," "An Idle 
Fellow'' has received very little critical attention (Toth, Kate Chopin 221). However, it is 
through" An Idle Fellow" that Chopin reveals major influences in her life during the time 
she wrote the story, and explores the tension that exists between perceived values of 
formal education and wisdom gained from nature. 
The short sketch "An Idle Fellow" follows the thoughts of the narrator who has 
spent years learning from books. Although traditionally educated, the narrator is 
intrigued by the education a friend, Paul, has gleaned from nature. The influence of 
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nature upon hwnan beings is a recurring item of interest in many of Kate Chopin' s works. 
According to Barbara C. Ewell , the story "begins as a weary meditation on studying in 
books and develops a reflective contrast with the refreshing sensuousness of nature, 
(Kate Chopin 126). Chopin moves away from nature as idealistic sentimentality 
established in literature during the Romantic period and approaches nature with a 
practical eye bent on discovering the truth and value nature provides. 
Kate Chopin was not a novice student of nature. Much of her time in the years 
she lived in Cloutierville, Louisiana were spent outdoors. Although she had a houseful of 
children to care for, she managed to carve out time for herself. Chopin had a "habit of 
taking walks," a pasttime to which she "added that of horseback riding" (Seyersted, Kate 
Chopin 45). In Louisiana, Chopin observed nature and "grew to appreciate the changing 
sights of the woods and fields: lazy rivers choked with purple water lilies, riverbanks 
covered with trees and vines, lizards and turtles sunning themselves," along with the 
countless other elements of the countryside (Toth, Kate Chopin 155). Oftentimes her 
walks occurred at night where Chopin was enthralled with the mysteries contained in the 
moonlight, a fascination revealed in the many stories she wrote depicting nighttime. 
Repeatedly she "described the nights ... with their grim and vibrant beauty'' (Toth, Kate 
Chopin 155). 
Shortly after retuning to St. Louis in 1884, Kate Chopin's mother, Eliza 
O 'Flaherty, died on June 28, 1885 at the age of 56. Chopin was devastated, but would 
soon find solace in writing. Dr. Frederick Kolbenbeyer, the St. Louis doctor who 
delivered Chopin' s sons Oscar and George, was instrumental in birthing Kate Chopin's 
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literary career when be encouraged her to write. According to biographers, "Kolbenheyer 
was a radical thinker" who moved in the circle of"fascinating literary and intellectual 
friends" (Toth, Kate Chopin 175). Chopin was positioned in St. Louis at a marvelous 
time when "freethinking philosophy" was widely read and discussed. Among the 
philosophers Kant and Hegel, whom Kolbenheyer admired and introduced to Chopin, 
was aJso the work of Gennan philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer. 
That Chopin would discover Schopenbauer and admire his views is not surprising. 
Schopenhauer influenced many nineteenth-century authors such as Leo Tolstoy, Thomas 
Hardy, and Guy de Maupasssanl. Chopin wrote, in an 1896 essay for the Atlantic 
Monthly, that around 1888 '·'there fell accidentally into my hands a volume of 
Maupassant's tales"' (Toth, Kate Chopin 205). Chopin continues in the essay: 
' I read his stories and marvelled at them. Here was life, not fiction; for 
where were the plots, the old fashioned mechanism and stage trapping that 
in a vague, unthinking way I had fancied were essential to the art of story 
making. Here was a man who had escaped from tradition and authority, 
who had entered into himself and looked out upon life through his own 
being and with his own eyes; and who, in a direct and simple way, told us 
what he saw. When a man does this, he gives us the best that he can; 
something valuable for it is genuine and spontaneous.' (Toth, Kate Chopin 
205) 
Maupassant was a faithful student of Schopenhauer·s philosophy and glimpses of this 
same philosophy are found in Chopin's "An Idle Fellow.' 
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In The Art of Literature, Schopenhauer outlines his views regarding Authorship, 
Style, Criticism, and other topics related to the creation of literature. It is his essay "On 
Thinking For Oneself ' that particular attention must be paid regarding character analysis 
of Paul in "An Idle Fellow" as it is likely the source for Chopin' s short story. In the 
essay, Schopenhauer explains fundamental views on freethinking: 
Men of learning are those who have done their reading in the pages of a 
book. Thinkers and men of genius are those who have gone straight to the 
book of Nature; it is they who have enlightened the world and carried 
humanity further on its way. (On Thinking For Oneself, The Art of 
Literature 6l) 
The gender of the narrator in "An Idle Fellow" is unknown, generalizing the person of the 
narrator to apply to anyone. The narrator repeatedly informs the reader, "I am tired" after 
years of reading the works of living and dead authors (Chopin 755). Choosing books 
over Nature, the narrator laments, "in the fresh morning I have studied in books, and at 
rugbt when there were stars, I have lighted my oil-lamp and studied in books" (Chopin 
755). The narrator practices what Schopenbauer speaks against: "Least of all should a 
man quite withdraw his gaze from the real world for the mere sake a reading; as the 
impulse and the temper which prompt to thought of one' s own come oftener from the 
world of reality than from the world of books" (The Art of Literature 67). The narrator' s 
plight mirrors ''the mind," in Schopenhauer's essay," that is overloaded with alien 
thought [and] is thus deprived of aiJ clear insight, and so well-nigh disorganized" (The 
Art of Literature 63-64). Undoubtedly a learned person, according to Schopenhauer' s 
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definition, the narrator shares a friendship with Paul, who is the antithesis of the narrator. 
While Chopin allows the narrator to remain nameless and genderless, she names the idle 
fellow of the story Paul. With the narrator left without a name and gender and 
introducing the specific male character named Paul, Chopin reinforces Schopenhauer's 
belief that books produce mere men of learning-a horde with members who are ordinary 
and not worthy of note, and Jack individual identity like the narrator-whereas students 
of Nature, like Paul , are a small group of thinkers and geniuses- people who possess true 
identity and worth. 
The narrator describes Paul as "a strange fellow" and "an idle fellow with folded 
hands" (Chopin 755). PauJ is content to sit on a doorstep and listen to the sounds of 
nature, a trait that baffles the learned narrator. Traditionally idleness is considered a 
fauH; and the initial perception of Paul through the narrator's eyes is that he is lazy and 
ignorant, especially after the narrator describes long hours reading books. Idleness is 
repeated: "He is an idle fellow'' and "He gazes idly" (Chopin 755). With Paul ' s acting in 
conjunction with nature, idleness is described in nature as well: "a billowy white 
cloud ... rolls lazily" (Chopin 755 emphasis added). With Paul and the recurring mention 
of idleness, Chopin alludes to the traditional proverbial phrase, "Idle bands are the devil 's 
playground." Just as she places the opposite characters of the narrator and Paul against 
one another, Chopin also elevates the story to a universal level by placing the Devil and 
God against one another. 
Idleness, as previously established, is attributed to the Devil and is therefore an 
undesirable and evil trait. Such perceptions in the story regarding idleness can be 
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attributed to the narrator who decides to sit with idle Paul and rest only after becoming 
exhausted from the respectable occupation of book learning. Even during this time of 
rest, the narrator "'upbraids" Paul's idleness (Chopin 755). To this criticism, Paul only 
laughs and instead chooses to listen to a thrush's song. After a time, the narrator then 
tries to "instruct" Paul from a vast amount of knowledge gained from books (Chopin 
755). But again, Paul "turns away from [the narrator] . .. to drink deep the scent of the 
clove-field and the thick perfume from the rose-hedge" (Chopin 755). Each instance 
shows the narrator's attempting to force traditional learning and knowledge from books 
onto Paul, and Paul ' s rejecting the narrator's knowledge for the lessons he learns from his 
instructo~ ~ature. 
From the doorstep the two enter into nature as they ''walk together down the 
gentle slope of the hill; past the apple-tree, and the rose-hedge; and along the border of 
the field where wheat is growing ... to the foot of the gentle slope where women and men 
and children are living" (Chopin 755). Initially, Paul's influence comes from what is 
traditionally thought of as "nature"-birds, plants, and clouds-to the entirety of nature, 
including human beings. Just as Chopin herself was an observer of human behavior, Paul 
' looks in [people' s] eyes (and] reads the story of their souls" (Chopin 755). Through 
observing nature, not reading books, Paul possesses profound knowledge of hwnan 
behavior and psychology. Through his observations PauJ "knows men and women and 
the little children, and why they look this way and that way ... and the reasons that tum 
them to and fro and cause them to go and come" (Chopin 755). By understanding the 
behavior of human beings, both the character Paul and the author Kate Chopin have 
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followed the philosophy ofSchopenhauer and "enlightened the world and carried 
humanity further on its way" ([he Art of Literature 61). Essentially, Paul takes the 
narrator from a life of knowledge gleaned from books- the thoughts of other men- into 
a life where Nature is the teacher and truth and wisdom are obtained through observation 
and thinking for oneself. 
The narrator stiJl believes in the concluding paragraph that Paul is "a strange 
feUow," but recognizes the value of his outlook on life (Chopin 755). The narrator 
determines to forego the books that occupied years of life and instead "walk a space 
through the world with ... Paul" (Chopin 755). No longer referring to him as idle, the 
narrator notes Paul's wisdom. It is in the concluding paragraph that Chopin pivots the 
story and the contrast between the Devil and God is revealed. No longer are observers, 
like Paul, of life and nature considered idle and therefore bad. Instead, Chopin presents, 
through the narrator' s admission, that Paul "is very wise" and ''knows the language of 
God which (the narrator] [has] not learned" (Chopin 755). The last line ofthe story 
serves as proof to contradict the story's title: Paul has never been idle. He is constantly 
observing, absorbing, and thinking. 
"An Idle Fellow," previously regarded by scholars as an unpolished story, is in 
fact a pointed telling of the weariness that results from traditional education and the 
beauty of thinking for oneself by observing nature. Although written in the first person, 
it is unwise and unfounded to assume that either the narrator or Paul is Chopin. While 
she was undoubtedly a voracious reader, Chopin still appreciated the knowledge she 
could gain from nature whjle on her walks or horseback rides. It appears more accurate, 
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after studying Schopenhauer' s "On Thinking for Oneself," that the philosopher's views 
had some effect on Kate Chopin and that "An Idle Fellow" is a response to the insights 
Chopin gleaned from the essay. Through Paul, Chopin creates Schopenhauer' s thinker 
and man of genius. Additionally, she takes the story a step further by elevating the theme 
to include the opposing forces of the Devil and God, as well as the power of perception. 
In all, "An fd1e Fellow" follows the standard of excellence by which Kate Chopin wrote 
aH of her enduring stories. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
Kate Chopin's enduring qualities as a nineteenth-century American writer are 
evident in her short stories and novels. She is noted for her willingness to explore taboo 
and controversial subject matter despite popular taste. Her works show charm and 
humor. If one quality is more prominent than others it is this: she has created full. 
truthful and intriguing characters. Chopin 's stories are not solely dependent upon plot, 
but rather on her characters' individuality in their reactions to the inner self. The 
epiphanies and buried Jives Chopin writes for her characters leap from the dry pages of 
an aging manuscript into the hearts of every reader fortunate enough to experience 
Chopin 's brilliance. The characters in Chopin 's gallery, each written with sincerity and 
truthfulness with unique compulsions, drives, and tendencies, are universal examples of 
humanity. 
A recurr.ing theme in Chopin s work is passion and, more to the point, the 
repercussions of awakened passion. With passion comes the propensity of violent acts. 
Love, sex violence, and jealousy are all the results of passion. Each character deals with 
their awakened passion differently, demonstrating the diversity of human experience. 
Chopin gave the world Charles and Eleanor Faraday, idealistic and somewhat pretentious 
in their ideas about marriage. Even as the institution of marriage evolves in reality, the 
human impulses Chopin has written into her characters will forever remain the same. 
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The enduring human impulse of these characters is that no matter how grandiose 
the idea, the basic human reaction of jealousy is possible whenever passion is awakened. 
"Her Letters" offers a dualistic view of a traditional marriage in which the partners 
reverse roles . The husband s epiphany is that his wife has been unfaithful to him. He is 
overcome by the ensuing possessiveness and jealousy and soon reaJizes he is not capable 
of living with these awakened passions. 
Chopin persistently illustrates awakened passion in her lover characters. Ti 
Demon is Chopin 's example of a man struggling against the tension caused by his dual 
nature. One moment he is in Jove, the next he is reacting to his basest urge for violence. 
Not all of Chopin 's characters meet destruction resulting from awakened passion. The 
boy in "A Vocation and a Voice" embarks on the journey from innocence to maturation, 
with his experiences leading to the awakening of his sexual passion. Accordingly, with 
passi.on comes the possibility of violence, as the boy soon discovers. Instead of retreating 
from life, as Ti Demon does, the boy accepts that with the positive qualities ofpassion 
come the negative and that once passion is awakened, it can never be dormant again. 
In "The Godmother" and "Madame Martel's Christmas Eve," Gabriel and 
Gustave are dual representations of sons. Gabriel is a narcissist whose compulsion leads 
to the destruction of those he loves, as weiJ as his own demise. Gustave, however, is able 
to draw his mother out of her grief by offering her his love. Tante Elodie feels compelled 
to protect Gabriel, and Gustave seeks to protect his mother. 
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Finally, Chopin offers views of men hovering on the fringe of society. These men 
consciously choose to be unbound by the restrictions of society. Dr. Chevalier acts 
according to his own conscience, not according to the rules of a fickle society. Paul, also, 
lives his life away from the oppressiveness of society. His education and wisdom come 
from nature. Chopin contrasts Paul with the unnamed narrator who has spent years 
studying from books. Both Dr. Cheval ier and Paul live according to their own m oral 
code, and both men emerge from the stories positively. They are not viewed as 
traditional outcasts, but are rather, examples of the way to attain contentment and 
fulfillment in life. 
Chopin' s treatment of characters, her uniqueness and honesty, provides a gallery 
fi ll ed with female and male characters that represent humanity. Gender emancipation 
and social cause are not the onJy hallmarks of Chopin 's fiction. The buried life, inner 
struggle, epiphany, and passion are included in Chopin ' s work. Each of her stories 
features such elements and is exemplified by both female and male characters. Scholars 
must not view Chopin's fiction through the lens of gender identity, but should consider 
Chopin's characters as accurate and honest representatives of humanity regardless of the 
character's gender. 
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